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CONSTRUCTING EXAMPLES OF SEMIGROUPS OF
VALUATIONS
OLGA KASHCHEYEVA
Abstract. We work with rational rank 1 valuations centered in regular local rings.
Given an algebraic function field K of transcendence degree 3 over k, a regular local
ring R with QF (R) = K and a k-valuation ν of K, we provide an algorithm for
constructing a generating sequences for ν in R. We then develop a method for de-
termining a valuation ν on k(x, y, z) through the sequence of defining values. Using
the above results we construct examples of valuations centered in k[x, y, z](x,y,z) and
investigate their semigroups of values.
1. Introduction
This paper is inspired by the following question: given a regular local noetherian
domain R and a valuation ν of the field of fractions QF (R) dominating R, what
semigroups can appear as a value semigroup ν(R). The answer is available when R
is of dimension 1 or 2, but little is known for higher dimensional regular local rings.
The only semigroups which are realized by a valuation on a one dimensional regular
local ring are isomorphic to the semigroup of natural numbers. The semigroups which
are realized by a valuation on a regular local ring of dimension 2 with algebraically
closed residue field are completely classified by Spivakovsky in [14]. A different proof
for power series ring in two variables over C is given by Favre and Jonsson in [6]. In
[5], Cutkosky and Vinh give a necessary and sufficient condition for a semigroup S
to be the semigroup of a valuation dominating a regular local ring R of dimension
2 with a prescribed residue field extension. In the context of semigroups under the
assumption that the rational rank of ν is 1 the criterion is as follows, see [3], [2],
Corollary 3.3, and [5].
Let S be a well ordered subsemigroup of Q≥0 with at most countable system of
generators {βi}i≥0 such that β0 < β1 < · · · < βn < . . . . For all i ≥ 0 let Gi =∑i
j=0 βjZ and qi+1 = [Gi+1 : Gi] = min{q ∈ Z>0|qβi+1 ∈ Gi}. Then S is the
semigroup of a valuation ν dominating a regular local ring R of dimension 2 if and
only if βi+1 > qiβi for all i ≥ 1
In particular, it follows that an ordered minimal set of generators {βi}i≥0 of the
value semigroup of a valuation dominating a regular local ring of dimension 2 is sparse
as βi+1 > 2βi for all i ≥ 1. This property does not stand true for higher dimensional
regular local rings as shown by example in [2].
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When dimension of R is n the classical results, see [18], state that the value semi-
group ν(R) is isomorphic to a well ordered set contained in the nonnegative part of
(Rh, <lex) and having an ordinal type of at most ω
h. Here, ω is the first infinite
ordinal and h is the rank of ν; h is less than or equal to the rational rank of ν,
which is less than or equal to n. Additional bound on the growth of rank 1 valuation
semigroups is found by Cutkosky in [1]. It leads to a construction of a well ordered
subsemigroup of Q>0 of ordinal type ω, which is not a value semigroup of a noether-
ian local domain. In [4], Cutkosky and Teissier formulate bounds on the growth of
the number of distinct valuation ideals of R corresponding to values lying in certain
parts of the value group of ν, thus extending to all ranks the bound given for rank 1
valuations in [1]. They also provide some surprising examples of semigroups of rank
greater than 1 that occur as semigroups of valuations on noetherian domains, see [4]
and [3]. In [13], Moghaddam constructs a certain class of value semigroups with large
rational rank.
In this paper we use the approach of generating sequences of valuations to investi-
gate value semigroups of valuations centered in 3-dimensional regular local rings. Let
(R,mR) be a local ring and K be its field of fractions. Let ν be a valuation on K with
valuation ring (V,mV ). Assume that R ⊂ V and mR = mV ∩R. Let ΦR = ν(R\{0})
be the semigroup consisting of the values of nonzero elements of R. For γ ∈ ΦR, let
Iγ = {f ∈ R | ν(f) ≥ γ} and I
+
γ = {f ∈ R | ν(f) > γ}. A (possibly infinite)
sequence {Qi} of elements of R is a generating sequence of ν if for every γ ∈ ΦR the
ideal Iγ is generated by the set
{
∏
i
Qi
bi | bi ∈ Z≥0,
∑
i
biν(Qi) ≥ γ}.
Notice that the set of values {ν(Qi)} generates ΦR as a semigroup. Moreover, the
set of images of Qi in the associated graded ring of valuation grνR =
⊕
γ∈Φ Iγ/I
+
γ
generate grνR as R/mR-algebra. The graded ring grνR is of particular interest as
it is a key tool used by Teissier in [15] and [16] to solve the local uniformization
problem. When the valuation is rational, that is V/mV = R/mR, the graded ring
grνR is isomorphic to the semigroup algebra over R/mR of the value semigroup ΦR,
it can be represented as the quotient of a polynomial algebra by a prime binomial
ideal, (see [16] ).
In section 2 we provide an algorithm for constructing generating sequences of
rational rank 1 valuations when K is an algebraic function field of transcendence
degree 3 over an algebraically closed field k and R is a regular local ring containing k.
In the construction we denote the sequence {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Ti}i>0 and call it the sequence
of jumping polynomials. We then show that {Pi}i≥0∪{Ti}i>0 is a generating sequence
of valuation in section 4. This construction extends the construction of generating
sequences in two dimensional regular local rings used in [7].
The algorithm is recursive and explicit equations for Pi+1 in terms of {Pj}0≤j≤i
and for Td¯(i) in terms of {Pj}0≤j≤mi ∪ {Tj}0<j≤i are provided. These equations are
binomial in nature with the value of the term on the left strictly greater than the
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value of each term on the right
Pi+1 = P
qi
i − λi
i−1∏
j=0
P
ni,j
j
Td¯ = T
cisi
i
mi∏
j=0
P
aj
j
i−1∏
j=0
T
cj
j − µd¯
mi∏
j=0
P
nd¯,j
j
i−1∏
j=0
T
ld¯,j
j
Here, d¯ is an integer greater than or equal to i+1, λi, µd¯ ∈ k\{0}, ni,j , mi, aj, cj , nd¯,j,
ld¯,j are nonnegative integers and qi, ci, si are positive integers determined by the algo-
rithm. In the given set up the associated graded ring of valuation grνR is the quotient
of a polynomial algebra in infinitely many variables k[{Pi}i, {Ti}i] by the binomial
ideal ({P qii − λi
∏i−1
j=0 P
ni,j
j }i, {T
cisi
i
∏mi
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=0 T
cj
j − µd¯
∏mi
j=0 P
nd¯,j
j
∏i−1
j=0 T
ld¯,j
j }d¯).
In order to construct examples of semigroups of valuations we work with poly-
nomial rings in three variables k[x, y, z] over an arbitrary base field k. We use the
approach of extending the trivial valuation of k to a valuation of k(x, y, z) through
the sequence of augmented valuations determined by a sequence of defining polyno-
mials as we call them in the construction of section 5. The technique of sequences of
augmented valuations and key polynomials was first introduced by MacLane in [10] in
order to describe all possible extensions of a discrete rank one valuation µ of a field L
to the field L(ξ). In [17], Vaquie´ generalized MacLane’s axiomatic method to produce
all extensions of an arbitrary valuation of a field L to a pseudo-valuation of L(ξ). A
different, more constructive, approach to describe and generalize key polynomials of
MacLane was taken by Herrera Govantes, Olalla Acosta, Mahboub and Spivakovsky
in [8] and [9], see also [11]. The construction of section 5 is most closely related to
the construction of key polynomials used in [6] by Favre and Jonsson in order to
describe C-valuations on C(x, y). We note that we do not apply the terminology of
key polynomials and augmented valuations when working with defining polynomials.
The sequence of defining polynomials {Pi}i≥0 ∪{Qi}i>0 constructed in section 5 is
contained in the ring k[x, y, z]. These polynomials are completely determined by the
following numerical input:
– sequence of positive rational numbers {βi}i≥0 such that βi+1 > qiβi
– sequence of positive rational numbers {γ¯i}i>0 such that γ¯i+1 > r¯i,0β0 + s¯iγ¯i
– sequences of nonzero scalars {λi}i>0 and {µ¯i}i>0 in k
Here, βi is the prescribed value for Pi, γ¯i is the prescribed value for Qi, qi = min{q ∈
Z>0|qβi ∈
∑i−1
j=0 βjZ}, s¯i = min{s ∈ Z>0|sγ¯i ∈ (
∑∞
j=0 βjZ +
∑i−1
j=1 γ¯jZ)} and r¯i,0 is
a nonnegative integer described in the construction of section 5. Explicit recursive
equations for Pi+1 in terms of {Pj}0≤j≤i and for Qi+1 in terms of {Pj}j≥0∪{Qj}0<j≤i
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are provided. They are binomial equations
Pi+1 = P
qi
i − λi
i−1∏
j=0
P
ni,j
j
Qi+1 = x
r¯i,0Qs¯ii − µ¯i
m¯i∏
j=0
P
n¯i,j
j
i−1∏
j=1
Q
l¯i,j
j
Here, m¯i and ni,j , n¯i,j, l¯i,j are nonnegative integers determined by the construction of
section 5.
It is shown in section 6 that provided infinitely many qi and s¯i are greater than 1
the numerical data above uniquely determines a valuation on k(x, y, z). In particular,
(P0, β0) determines a discrete valuation on k(x). Polynomials {(Pi, βi)}i>0 determine
the extension of the discrete valuation of k(x) to k(x, y) and {(Qi, γ¯i)}i>0 determine
the extension of the valuation of k(x, y) to k(x, y, z). Polynomials {Pi}i>0 are monic
polynomials in k(x)[y], see Proposition 6.1. Polynomials {Qi, }i>0 are not in general
monic polynomials in k(x, y)[z], see Proposition 6.3 and Corollary 6.4. We note that
in MacLane’s construction key polynomials are monic polynomials in L[ξ], however
there is no restriction on the lower degree terms of key polynomials except that the
coefficients are elements of L. In our construction coefficients of Pi are elements of
the ring k[x] and coefficients of Qi are elements of the ring k[x, y].
In sections 7 and 8 we provide examples of semigroups of valuations centered in
k[x, y, z](x,y,z). We use defining polynomials to construct a valuation and then work
with the sequence of jumping polynomials to describe its value semigroup. One of
the examples shows that when the set {r¯i,0|r¯i,0 > 0} is empty the generators of the
value semigroup are the values of defining polynomials {βi}i≥0 ∪ {γ¯}i>0. In our main
example, section 7, only one member of the sequence {r¯i,0}i≥0 is greater than 0.
Finally, in the last example we set r¯1,0 and r¯2,0 greater than 0. Already in the case of
just two r¯i,0 greater than zero the pattern for the sequence of generators of the value
semigroup becomes quite complicated.
2. Construction of jumping polynomials
We assume that k is an algebraically closed field and K is an algebraic function
field of transcendence degree 3 over k. ν is a k-valuation of K with valuation ring
(V,mV ) and value group Γ. We assume that ν is of rational rank 1 and dimension 0,
so that Γ is a subgroup of Q and V/mV = k. (R,mR) is a local subring of K with
k ⊂ R and R(0) = K. We assume that R is a regular ring with regular parameters
x, y, z. We also assume that R is dominated by ν, that is R ⊂ V and R ∩mV = mR.
We use the following notations. Let a1, a2, . . . , ak be nonnegative integers and a
be a positive integer. If M = xa11 x
a2
2 · · ·x
ak
k is a monomial in x1, x2, . . . , xk and X is
a set of monomials in (infinitely many) variables x1, x2, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . then M is
said to be irreducible with respect to X if xb11 x
b2
2 · · ·x
bk
k /∈ X for all b1, b2, . . . , bk ∈
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Z such that 0 ≤ bi ≤ ai. If Φ is a semigroup with a fixed set of generators
{µ1, µ2, . . . , µk} and µ ∈ (Φ + (−Φ)) we say that (a1, a2, . . . , ak, a) is reduced with
respect to (Φ, {µ1, . . . , µk}, µ), or (Φ, µ) for short, if a1µ1+a2µ2+ · · ·+akµk+aµ ∈ Φ
and b1µ1 + b2µ2 + · · ·+ bkµk + bµ /∈ Φ for all b1, b2, . . . , bk, b ∈ Z such that 0 < b ≤ a,
0 ≤ bi ≤ ai and (
∑k
i=1 bi + b) < (
∑k
i=1 ai + a).
To construct a generating sequence of ν in R we define a sequence of jumping
polynomials {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Ti}i>0 in R.
Let P0 = x, P1 = y and P0 = P1 = ∅. For all i ≥ 0 we set βi = ν(Pi) and
Gi =
∑i
j=0 βjZ
Si =
∑i
j=0 βjZ≥0.
For all i > 0 let qi = min{q ∈ Z>0 | qβi ∈ Gi−1}. Set Pi+1 = Pi ∪ {P
qi
i }. Let
ni,0, ni,1, . . . , ni,i−1 ∈ Z≥0 be such that qiβi =
∑i−1
j=0 ni,jβj and
∏i−1
j=0 P
ni,j
j is irreducible
with respect to Pi. Denote by λi the residue of P
qi
i /
∏i−1
j=0 P
ni,j
j in V/mV and set
Pi+1 = P
qi
i − λi
i−1∏
j=0
P
ni,j
j .
Finally set G =
⋃∞
i=0Gi, S =
⋃∞
i=0 Si and P =
⋃∞
i=0Pi.
Remark 2.1. The infinite sequence {Pi}i≥0 is well defined due to the following
1. Pi 6= 0 and βi <∞ for all i > 0. (See Proposition 4.1)
2. βi+1 > qiβi for all i > 0.
3.
∏i−1
j=0 P
ni,j
j is irreducible with respect to Pi if and only if ni,j < qj for all j > 0.
4. ni,0, ni,1, . . . , ni,i−1 ∈ Z≥0 is a unique i-tuple of integers satisfying the condi-
tions qiβi =
∑i−1
j=0 ni,jβj and ni,j < qj for all j > 0. (See Lemma 3.1 and
Corollary 3.3.)
5. λi ∈ k\{0} for all i > 0.
Let T1 = z, m0 = 0, δ0 = 1, T1 = P, H0 = {0} and U0 = {0}. For all i > 0 such
that Ti 6= 0 we set γi = ν(Ti) and
Hi =
∑i
j=1 γjZ
Ui =
∑i
j=1 γjZ≥0.
For all i > 0 such that Ti 6= 0 let
si = min{s ∈ Z>0 | sγi ∈ (Hi−1 + G)}
mi = max(mi−1,min{j ∈ Z≥0 | siγi ∈ (Hi−1 +Gj)}).
For all i > 0 such that Ti 6= 0 consider the following sets of (mi + 1 + i)-tuples of
nonnegative integers
Di = { d¯ = (a0, a1, . . . , ami , c1, . . . , ci−1, ci) | d¯ ∈ (Z≥0)
mi+1+i, ci > 0,
d¯ is reduced with respect to ((Smi + Ui−1), siγi),∏mi
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
cj
j is irreducible with respect to Ti}.
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Set δi = #Di and Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {T
cisi
i
∏mi
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
cj
j | d¯ ∈ Di}. If d¯ ∈ Di de-
note |d¯| =
∑mi
j=0 ajβj +
∑i−1
j=0 cjγj + cisiγi. We assume that Di = {d¯1, d¯2, . . . , d¯δi}
is an ordered set with |d¯1| ≤ |d¯2| ≤ · · · ≤ |d¯δi|. If d¯ = d¯k for some 1 ≤ k ≤ δi
let nd¯,0, nd¯,1, . . . , nd¯,mi , ld¯,1, ld¯,2, . . . , ld¯,i−1 ∈ Z≥0 be such that |d¯| =
∑mi
j=0 nd¯,jβj +∑i−1
j=1 ld¯,jγj and
∏mi
j=0 P
nd¯,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ld¯,j
j is irreducible with respect to Ti. Denote by
µd¯ the residue of (T
cisi
i
∏mi
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=0 T
cj
j )/(
∏mi
j=0 P
nd¯,j
j
∏i−1
j=0 T
ld¯,j
j ) in V/mV and set
T(
∑i−1
j=0 δj)+k
= Td¯ = T
cisi
i
mi∏
j=0
P
aj
j
i−1∏
j=0
T
cj
j − µd¯
mi∏
j=0
P
nd¯,j
j
i−1∏
j=0
T
ld¯,j
j .
For all i > 0 such that Ti = 0 set γi = 0, Hi = Hi−1, Ui = Ui−1, si = 1, mi = mi−1,
Di = ∅, δi = 0 and Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {Ti}. Finally set H =
⋃∞
i=0Hi, U =
⋃∞
i=0 Ui and
T =
⋃∞
i=0 Ti.
Remark 2.2. The sequence {Ti}i≥1 is well defined due to the following
1. δi <∞ for all i > 0. (See Lemma 4.2.)
2. If i, k > 0 then
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
cj
j is irreducible with respect to T if and only
if it is irreducible with respect to Ti.
3. If d¯ ∈ Di for some i > 0 then nd¯,0, nd¯,1, . . . , nd¯,mi, ld¯,1, ld¯,2, . . . , ld¯,i−1 ∈ Z≥0 is a
unique (mi + i)-tuple of integers satisfying the conditions |d¯| =
∑mi
j=0 nd¯,jβj +∑i−1
j=1 ld¯,jγj and
∏mi
j=0 P
nd¯,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ld¯,j
j is irreducible with respect to T . (See
Proposition 4.3.)
4. µd¯ ∈ k\{0} for all d¯ ∈ Di and all i > 0.
5. It may happen that Td¯ = 0 for some i and d¯ ∈ Di. (See example 8.2)
For i, j > 0 we say that Tj is an immediate successor of Ti and Ti is an immediate
predecessor of Tj if Tj = Td¯ for some d¯ ∈ Di. We say that Tj is a successor of Ti if
there exists k ∈ Z>0 and a sequence of integers l0, l1, . . . , lk such that l0 = i, lk = j
and Tlt is an immediate successor of Tlt−1 for all 1 ≤ t ≤ k. Notice that if Tk 6= 0 is
an immediate successor of Ti then γk > siγi.
We say that Ti is redundant if Ti = 0 or the following conditions are satisfied:
ν(Ti) ∈ (Smi + Ui−1), Ti has a finite number of nonzero successors and the only
immediate successor T∑i
j=0 δj
of Ti is redundant.
3. Preliminary results
In this section we prove several arithmetical statements needed to justify the con-
struction of jumping polynomials in section 2 as well as construction of defining
polynomials in section 5. So we assume that {β ′i}i≥0 and {γ
′
i}i>0 are sequences of
rational numbers but not necessarily values of jumping polynomials. As above we set
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m′0 = 0, G
′
0 = β
′
0Z, H
′
0 = {0} and for all i > 0 we set
S ′i =
i∑
j=0
β ′jZ≥0, G
′
i =
i∑
j=0
β ′jZ and S
′ =
∞⋃
j=0
S ′j , G
′ =
infty⋃
j=0
G′j
U ′i =
i∑
j=1
γ′jZ≥0, H
′
i =
i∑
j=1
γ′jZ and U
′ =
∞⋃
j=1
U ′j , H
′ =
∞⋃
j=1
H ′j
q′i = min{q ∈ Z>0 | qβ
′
i ∈ G
′
i−1}, s
′
i = min{s ∈ Z>0 | sγ
′
i ∈ (H
′
i−1 +G
′)}
and m′i = max(m
′
i−1,min{j ∈ Z≥0 | s
′
iγ
′
i ∈ (H
′
i−1 +G
′
j)})
We notice that if i > 0 and k ≥ m′i then G
′
i =
1
q′i
G′i−1 and (G
′
k+H
′
i) =
1
s′i
(G′k+H
′
i−1)
so that (G′k + H
′
i) = (
∏i
j=1
1
s′j
)G′k = (
∏k
j=1
1
q′j
∏i
j=1
1
s′j
)G′0. Therefore, if i ≥ 0 and
k > m′i then (G
′
k +H
′
i) =
1
q′
k
(G′k−1 +H
′
i).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that α ∈ (G′k +H
′
i) for some i, k ≥ 0. Then there exist n0 ∈ Z
and a unique (m + i)-tuple of nonnegative integers (n1, . . . , nm, l1, . . . , li) such that
m = max(k,m′i), α =
∑m
j=0 njβ
′
j +
∑i
j=1 ljγ
′
j and nj < q
′
j, lj < s
′
j for all j > 0.
Proof. We first observe that if i is fixed and k ≤ m′i then α ∈ (G
′
k + H
′
i) implies
α ∈ (G′mi +H
′
i) whereas the conclusion of the lemma does not depend on k. Thus, it
is enough to show that the statement holds for all i ≥ 0 and k ≥ m′i.
We use induction on (i, k). If i = 0 and k = m′0 = 0 then the statement is trivial.
Assume that i is fixed and k > m′i. Then since (G
′
k + H
′
i) =
1
q′
k
(G′k−1 +H
′
i) and β
′
k
generates (G′k +H
′
i) over (G
′
k−1 +H
′
i) we can write
(G′k +H
′
i) = (G
′
k−1 +H
′
i) ∪ (β
′
k +G
′
k−1 +H
′
i) ∪ · · · ∪ ((q
′
k − 1)β
′
k +G
′
k−1 +H
′
i),
where the union on the right is a disjoint union of (G′k−1 +H
′
i)-sets. There exists a
unique nonnegative integer nk < q
′
k such that α ∈ (nkβ
′
k + G
′
k−1 + H
′
i). Using the
inductive hypothesis for (α−nkβ
′
k) ∈ (G
′
k−1+H
′
i) we find n0 ∈ Z and a (k−1+i)-tuple
of nonnegative integers (n1, . . . , nk−1, l1, . . . , li) such that α =
∑k
j=0 njβ
′
j +
∑i
j=1 ljγ
′
j
and nj < q
′
j, lj < s
′
jfor all j > 0.
To check that such representation is unique assume that α =
∑k
j=0 n
′
jβ
′
j+
∑i
j=1 l
′
jγ
′
j
is another representation satisfying the requirements of the lemma. Then 0 ≤ n′k < q
′
k
and (α− n′kβ
′
k) ∈ (G
′
k−1 +H
′
i). On the other hand nk is the unique integer such that
0 ≤ nk < q
′
k and α ∈ (nkβ
′
k + G
′
k−1 + H
′
i), thus, n
′
k = nk. Then by the inductive
hypothesis applied to
∑k−1
j=0 njβ
′
j+
∑i
j=1 ljγ
′
j =
∑k−1
j=0 n
′
jβ
′
j+
∑i
j=1 l
′
jγ
′
j we have n
′
0 = n0
and n′j = nj, l
′
j = lj for all j > 0.
Assume now that i > 0 and k = m′i. Then since (G
′
k +H
′
i) =
1
s′i
(G′k +H
′
i−1) and
γ′i generates (G
′
k +H
′
i) over (G
′
k +H
′
i−1) we can write
(G′k +H
′
i) = (G
′
k +H
′
i−1) ∪ (γ
′
i +G
′
k +H
′
i−1) ∪ · · · ∪ ((s
′
i − 1)γ
′
i +G
′
k +H
′
i−1),
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where the union on the right is a disjoint union of (G′k +H
′
i−1)-sets. Let li < s
′
i be a
nonnegative integer such that α ∈ (liγ
′
i+G
′
k +H
′
i−1). Using the inductive hypothesis
for (α − liγ
′
i) ∈ (G
′
k + H
′
i−1) we find n0 ∈ Z and a (k + i − 1)-tuple of nonnegative
integers (n1, . . . , nk, l1, . . . , li−1) such that α =
∑k
j=0 njβ
′
j +
∑i
j=1 ljγ
′
j and nj < q
′
j ,
lj < s
′
j for all j > 0. We deduce that such representation is unique using an argument
similar to the one above. 
The next statement is a straight forward consequence of Lemma 3.1.
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that (a0, . . . , ak, c1, . . . , ci), (b0, . . . , bk, d1, . . . , di) are (k +
1+ i)-tuples of nonnegative integers such that aj, bj < q
′
j and cj, dj < s
′
j for all j > 0.
If (a0, . . . , ak, c1, . . . , ci) 6= (b0, . . . , bk, d1, . . . , di) then
∑k
j=0 ajβ
′
j +
∑i
j=1 cjγ
′
j 6=∑k
j=0 bjβ
′
j +
∑i
j=1 djγ
′
j.
We find a sufficient condition for positivity of n0 by putting additional assumptions
on the sequence of rational numbers {β ′i}i≥0.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose that the sequence {β ′i}i≥0 satisfies β
′
i+1 > q
′
iβ
′
i for all i > 0
and β ′0 > 0. Suppose that k > 0 and α ∈ G
′
k is such that α ≥ q
′
kβ
′
k.
Let α =
∑k
j=0 njβ
′
j be the representation given by Lemma 3.1 then n0 > 0.
Proof. Since q′jβ
′
j < βj+1 and (nj + 1) ≤ q
′
j for all j > 0 we have
k∑
j=1
njβ
′
j < q
′
1β
′
1 +
k∑
j=2
njβ
′
j < q
′
2β2 +
k∑
j=3
njβ
′
j < · · · < q
′
k−1β
′
k−1 + nkβ
′
k < q
′
kβ
′
k.
If α ≥ q′kβ
′
k this implies that n0β
′
0 ≥ q
′
kβ
′
k −
∑k
j=1 njβ
′
j > 0. Thus n0 > 0. 
4. Properties of jumping polynomials
In this section we show that the sequence of jumping polynomials {Pi}i≥0∪{Ti}i>0
as constructed above is well defined and is a generating sequence of ν in R.
We use notation of section 2. If A is a commutative ring and h ∈ A we define
h0 = 1, in particular, h0 = 1 when h = 0. If f ∈ A[y] \ {0} then degy f and leady f
denote the degree and leading coefficient of f as a polynomial in y with coefficients
in A.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that A = k[x] and i ≥ 1. Then Pi is a monic polynomial
in A[y] and degy Pi =
∏i−1
j=1 qj. In particular, Pi 6= 0 for all i > 0.
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Proof. We use induction on i. For i = 1 we have P1 = y is monic of degree 1. Let
i > 1 then Pi = P
qi−1
i−1 − λi−1
∏i−2
j=0 P
ni,j
j . By the inductive hypothesis we have
degy P
qi−1
i−1 =
i−1∏
j=1
qj ,
degy(
i−2∏
j=0
P
ni−1,j
j ) = ni−1,1 + ni−1,2q1 + · · ·+ ni−1,i−2q1 · · · qi−3
< q1 + (q2 − 1)q1 + · · ·+ (qi−2 − 1)q1 · · · qi−3 = q1 · · · qi−2.
Thus degy Pi =
∏i−1
j=1 qj and leady Pi = leady P
qi−1
i−1 = 1. 
The next two statements show that the subsequence of jumping polynomials {Ti}i>0
is well defined.
Lemma 4.2. If i > 0 then δi <∞.
Proof. Fix j > 0 and set
Fj,0 = {r ∈ Z≥0 | (rβ0 + sjγj) ∈ (Smj + Uj−1)}
Fj = {r ∈ Z>0 | rsjγj ∈ (Smj + Uj−1)}
Fj and Fj,0 are nonempty sets since (Gmj + Hj−1) ∩ (N,∞) = (Smj + Uj−1) ∩
(N,∞) when N ∈ Z is big enough. Let rj,0 = min(Fj,0) and rj = min(Fj) then
(rj,0, 0, . . . , 0, 1), (0, . . . , 0, rj) ∈ Dj and therefore x
rj,0T
sj
j , T
rjsj
j ∈ Ti for all i > j.
Let i > 0 and d¯ = (a0, a1, . . . , ami, c1, . . . , ci−1, ci) ∈ Di. Since
∏mi
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=0 T
cj
j
is irreducible with respect to Ti we get that aj < qj for all j > 0 and cj < rjsj for all
j < i. Also a0 ≤ ri,0 and ci ≤ ri since d¯ is reduced with respect to ((Smi +Ui−1), siγi).
Thus δi ≤ (ri,0 + 1)q1 · · · qmir1s1 · · · ri−1si−1ri. 
From now on for all i > 0 we fix the notation for ri as introduced in the proof of
Proposition 4.2
ri = min{r ∈ Z>0 | rsiγi ∈ (Smi + Ui−1)}.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that α ∈ (Sk + Ui) for some k, i ≥ 0. Then there exists
a unique (m+ 1 + i)-tuple of nonnegative integers (n0, . . . , nm, l1, . . . , li) such that
m = max(mi, k), α =
∑m
j=0 njβj +
∑i
j=1 ljγj and
∏m
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible
with respect to T .
Proof. We first observe that if i is fixed and k ≤ mi then α ∈ (Sk + Ui) implies
α ∈ (Smi +Ui) whereas the conclusion of the lemma does not depend on k. Thus, it is
enough to show that the statement holds for all i ≥ 0 and k ≥ mi. We use induction
on (i, k). If i = 0 and k = m0 = 0 then the statement is trivial.
Assume that i is fixed and k > mi. Then since βk generates (Sk + Ui) over
(Sk−1 + Ui) and qkβk ∈ (Sk−1 + Ui) we can write
(Sk + Ui) = (Sk−1 + Ui) ∪ (βk + Sk−1 + Ui) ∪ · · · ∪ ((qk − 1)βk + Sk−1 + Ui) (4.1)
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Moreover, if (a1βk + Sk−1 + Ui) ∩ (a2βk + Sk−1 + Ui) 6= ∅ for some nonnegative inte-
gers a1 < a2 < qk, then we have (a2 − a1)βk ∈ (Gk−1 +Hi) with (a2 − a1) > 0. Thus
(a2− a1) is a multiple of qk. This contradicts the assumption that a2 < qk. Therefore
the union on the right of (4.1) is a disjoint union of (Sk−1 + Ui)-sets.
There exists a unique nonnegative integer nk < qk such that α ∈ (nkβk+Sk−1+Ui).
Using the inductive hypothesis for (α − nkβk) ∈ (Sk−1 + Ui) we find a (k + i)-tuple
of nonnegative integers (n0, . . . , nk−1, l1, . . . , li) such that α =
∑k
j=0 njβj +
∑i
j=1 ljγj
and
∏k−1
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with respect to T . It remains to check that∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with respect to T .
Denote
∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j by M and
∏k−1
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j by M1, also if t > 0 and
d¯ ∈ Dt denote the components of d¯ by (a0, . . . , amt , c1, . . . , ct−1, ct). We notice that
M is irreducible with respect to P since M1 is irreducible with respect to P and
nk < qk. Also if d¯ ∈ Dt for some t > i then since M does not have Tt in it, M is
irreducible with respect to the subset {T ctstt
∏mt
j=0 P
aj
j
∏t−1
j=1 T
cj
j } of Tt+1 corresponding
to d¯. Finally if d¯ ∈ Dt for some t ≤ i then since k > mi ≥ mt and therefore
{T ctstt
∏mt
j=0 P
aj
j
∏t−1
j=1 T
cj
j } does not have Pk in it, M is reducible with respect to
the subset {T ctstt
∏mt
j=0 P
aj
j
∏t−1
j=1 T
cj
j } of Tt+1 corresponding to d¯ if and only if M1 is
reducible with respect to this subset. Thus we deduce that M is irreducible with
respect to T as required.
To check that such representation is unique we use the same argument as in the
proof of Lemma 3.1. Assume that α =
∑k
j=0 n
′
jβj+
∑i
j=1 l
′
jγj is another representation
satisfying the requirements of the proposition. Then 0 ≤ n′k < qk and (α − n
′
kβk) ∈
(Sk−1 + Ui). On the other hand nk is the unique integer such that 0 ≤ nk < qk
and α ∈ (nkβk + Sk−1 + Ui), thus, n
′
k = nk. Then by the inductive hypothesis since
α− nkβk =
∑k−1
j=0 n
′
jβj +
∑i
j=1 l
′
jγj we have n
′
j = nj and l
′
j = lj for all j.
Assume now that i > 0 and k = mi. Since γi generates (Sk + Ui) over (Sk + Ui−1)
and risiγi ∈ (Sk + Ui−1) we can write
(Sk + Ui) = (Sk + Ui−1) ∪ (γi + Sk + Ui−1) ∪ · · · ∪ ((risi − 1)γi + Sk + Ui−1),
where the union of (Sk+Ui−1)-sets on the right does not have to be a disjoint union any
more. Let li < risi be the minimal nonnegative integer such that α ∈ (liγi+Sk+Ui−1).
Using the inductive hypothesis for (α − liγi) ∈ (Sk + Ui−1) we find a (k + i)-tuple
of nonnegative integers (n0, . . . , nk, l1, . . . , li−1) such that α =
∑k
j=0 njβj +
∑i
j=1 ljγj
and
∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with respect to T . It remains to check that∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with respect to T .
Denote
∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j by M and
∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
lj
j by M1, also if t > 0 and
d¯ ∈ Dt denote the components of d¯ by (a0, . . . , amt , c1, . . . , ct−1, ct). We notice that
M is irreducible with respect to Ti since M1 is irreducible with respect to Ti. Also
if d¯ ∈ Dt for some t > i then since M does not have Tt in it, M is irreducible with
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respect to the subset {T ctstt
∏mt
j=0 P
aj
j
∏t−1
j=1 T
cj
j } of Tt+1 corresponding to d¯. Finally
assume that there exists d¯ ∈ Di such that M is reducible with respect to the subset
{T cisii
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
cj
j } of Ti+1 corresponding to d¯. Then we have
α =
k∑
j=0
(nj − aj)βj +
i−1∑
j=0
(lj − cj)γj + (li − cisi)γi + |d¯|,
where all the coefficients in the summations are nonnegative integers, |d¯| ∈ (Sk+Ui−1)
and (li − cisi) < li. Thus α ∈ ((li − cisi)γi + Sk + Ui−1), which contradicts the choice
of li as the smallest nonnegative integer such that α ∈ (liγi + Sk +Ui−1). This shows
that M is irreducible with respect to T .
To check that such representation is unique assume that α =
∑k
j=0 n
′
jβj+
∑i
j=1 l
′
jγj
is another representation satisfying the requirements of the proposition. If li = l
′
i then
applying the inductive hypothesis to α− liγi we deduce that nj = n
′
j and lj = l
′
j for
all j. Thus it suffices to show that li = l
′
i.
Denote by K the set of indices j such that nj > n
′
j and by K
′ the set of indices j
such that n′j > nj , denote by I the set of indices j such that lj > l
′
j and by I
′ the set
of indices j such that l′j > lj . Then we can write∑
j∈K
(nj − n
′
j)βj +
∑
j∈I
(lj − l
′
j)γj =
∑
j∈K ′
(n′j − nj)βj +
∑
j∈I′
(l′j − lj)γj, (4.2)
where all the coefficients in the summations are positive integers. We will show that
i 6∈ (I ∪ I ′) and therefore li = l
′
i.
Assume that i ∈ I then equation (4.2) implies that (li − l
′
i)γi ∈ (Gk +Hi−1) and
therefore (li − l
′
i) = rsi for some positive integer r, and moreover,∑
j∈K
(nj − n
′
j)βj +
∑
j∈I
(lj − l
′
j)γj ∈ (Sk + Ui−1).
So, there exists a (k + i + 1)-tuple of nonnegative integers d¯ = (a0, . . . , ak, c1, . . . , ci)
such that
d¯ is reduced with respect to ((Sk + Ui−1), siγi);
aj = 0 if j 6∈ K, aj ≤ (nj − n
′
j) if j ∈ K;
cj = 0 if j 6∈ I, cj ≤ (lj − l
′
j) if j ∈ I and ci ≤ r.
Since
∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with respect to T , we get that
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
cj
j
is irreducible with respect to T . Thus d¯ ∈ Di and T
cisi
i
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
cj
j ∈ Ti+1.
This contradicts irreducibility of
∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j . Thus i 6∈ I.
The same argument with nj and lj switched to n
′
j and l
′
j , respectively, shows that
i 6∈ I ′. 
The next statement is a straight forward consequence of Proposition 4.3.
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Corollary 4.4. Suppose that (a0, . . . , ak, c1, . . . , ci) 6= (b0, . . . , bk, d1, . . . , di) are dis-
tinct (k + 1 + i)-tuples of nonnegative integers. If f =
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j and
g =
∏k
j=0 P
bj
j
∏i
j=1 T
dj
j are both irreducible with respect to T then ν(f) 6= ν(g).
The next corollary of Lemma 3.1 is a technical statement that will be used to
describe redundant jumping polynomials.
Corollary 4.5. Suppose that i, k,M ∈ Z≥0 and the (M + 1 + i)-tuple of nonneg-
ative integers (a0, . . . , aM , c1, . . . , ci) is such that aM > 0 and
∏M
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j is
irreducible with respect to T . Set α =
∑M
i=0 ajβj +
∑i
j=1 cjγj.
If α ∈ (Gk +Hi) then M ≤ max(k,mi).
Proof. We first observe that it is enough to prove the statement under the assumption
k ≥ mi. Applying Lemma 3.1 to α we find n0 ∈ Z and a (k+ i)-tuple of nonnegative
integers (n1, . . . , nk, l1, . . . , li) such that α =
∑k
i=0 njβj +
∑i
j=1 ljγj and nj < qj ,
lj < sj for all j > 0.
Assume for contradiction that M > k and apply Lemma 3.1 to
∑k
i=0 ajβj +∑i
j=1 cjγj to find n
′
0 ∈ Z and a (k+i)-tuple of nonnegative integers (n
′
1, . . . , n
′
k, l
′
1, . . . , l
′
i)
such that α =
∑k
i=0 n
′
jβj +
∑M
j=k+1 ajβj +
∑i
j=1 ljγj and n
′
j < qj , l
′
j < sj for all j > 0.
Notice that since
∏M
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j is irreducible with respect to T we also have
aj < qj for all j > 0. Thus the (M + i)-tuples (n1, . . . , nk, 0, . . . , 0, l1, . . . , li) and
(n′1, . . . , n
′
k, ak+1, . . . , aM , l
′
1, . . . , l
′
i) have to coincide. This contradicts the assumption
aM > 0. So M ≤ k.

We now recall the definition of a generating sequence of ν. Let ΦR = ν(R\{0})
be the semigroup consisting of the values of nonzero elements of R. For σ ∈ ΦR, let
Iσ = {f ∈ R | ν(f) ≥ σ}. A (possibly infinite) sequence {Qi}i>0 of elements of
R is a generating sequence of ν if for every σ ∈ ΦR the ideal Iσ is generated by the
set {
∏k
i=1Qi
bi | k, bi ∈ Z≥0, ν(
∏k
i=1Qi
bi) ≥ σ}. Notice that if σ ∈ ΦR then there
exist k, b1, . . . , bk ∈ Z≥0 such that ν(
∏k
i=1Q
bi
i ) = σ. In particular, the set of values
{ν(Qi)}i>0 generate ΦR as a semigroup. A generating sequence {Qi}i>0 is minimal if
no its proper subsequence is a generating sequence of ν.
For σ ∈ ΦR denote by Aσ the ideal of R generated by the set {
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j |
i, k, aj, cj ∈ Z≥0, ν(
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j ) ≥ σ} and by A
+
σ the ideal of R generated by
{
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j | i, k, aj, cj ∈ Z≥0, ν(
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j ) > σ}.
We will show that Iσ = Aσ for all σ ∈ ΦR to conclude that {Pj}j≥0 ∪ {Tj}j>0 is a
generating sequence of ν. To this end we observe the following properties of A-ideals
1) Aσ ⊂ Iσ
2) if σ1 < σ2 then Aσ2 ⊂ A
+
σ1
⊂ Aσ1
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3) Aσ1Aσ2 ⊂ Aσ1+σ2 and A
+
σ1
Aσ2 ⊂ A
+
σ1+σ2
4) if α = min(β0, β1, γ1) then mR ⊂ Aα ⊂ A
+
0
5) for any σ ∈ ΦR there exists σ
′ ∈ Φ such that A+σ = Aσ′
(we take σ′ = min{α ∈ ΦR| σ < α ≤ σ + β0}, where σ
′ is well defined since
the set on the right is a nonempty finite set.)
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that k, i ≥ 0, f ∈ R\{0} and f =
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j for some
aj , cj ∈ Z≥0. For α = ν(
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j ) let the (m + 1 + i)-tuple of nonnegative
integers (n0, . . . , nm, l1, . . . , li) be as described by Proposition 4.3.
Then there exist θ ∈ k \ {0} and f ′ ∈ A+α such that f = θ
∏m
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j + f
′.
Proof. As above it suffices to consider the case when i ≥ 0 and k ≥ mi. We set c0 = 0
and use induction on (i, ci, k). If i = 0 and k = m0 = 0 then the statement holds
with θ = 1, n0 = a0 and f
′ = 0.
Assume that i is fixed and k > mi. Let nk, b ∈ Z≥0 be such that ak = bqk+nk and
nk < qk. Then
P akk = P
nk
k (λk
k−1∏
j=0
P
nk,j
j + Pk+1)
b = (λbk
k−1∏
j=0
P
bnk,j
j )P
nk
k + h
where h ∈ A+akβk . Let g =
∏k−1
j=0 P
aj+bnk,j
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j and h
′ =
∏k−1
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j h.
Notice that h′ ∈ A+α . Since k − 1 ≥ mi the inductive hypothesis applied to g gives
f = λbkgP
nk
k + h
′ = λbk(θ
′
k−1∏
j=0
P
nj
j
i∏
j=1
T
lj
j + g
′)P nkk + h
′,
where θ′ ∈ k \ {0}, g′ ∈ A+α−nkβk and
∏k−1
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with re-
spect to T . Then by the argument from the proof of Lemma 4.3 we also have∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with respect to T , and therefore, the statement holds
with θ = λbkθ
′ and f ′ = λbkg
′P nkk + h
′.
Assume now that i > 0 and k = mi. Let g =
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
cj
j . Then by the
inductive hypothesis applied to g
f = gT cii = (θ
′
k∏
j=0
P
n′j
j
i−1∏
j=1
T
l′j
j )T
ci
i + g
′T cii ,
where θ′ ∈ k\{0} and g′ ∈ A+α−ciγi . If
∏k
j=0 P
n′j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
l′j
j T
ci
i is irreducible with respect
to T then the statement holds with θ = θ′, f ′ = g′T cii and (n0, . . . , nm, l1, . . . , li) =
(n′0, . . . , n
′
k, l
′
1, . . . , l
′
i−1, ci). If
∏k
j=0 P
n′j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
l′j
j T
ci
i is not irreducible with respect to
T then there exists a (k+1+i)-tuple of nonnegative integers d¯ = (a′0, . . . , a
′
k, c
′
1, . . . , c
′
i)
such that a′j ≤ n
′
j , c
′
j ≤ l
′
j for all j, 0 < c
′
isi ≤ ci and (T
c′isi
i
∏k
j=0 P
a′j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
c′j
j ) ∈ T .
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Then from definition of Td¯ it follows that
f = θ′(µd¯
k∏
j=0
P
nd¯,j
j
i−1∏
j=1
T
ld¯,j
j + Td¯)(
k∏
j=0
P
n′j−a
′
j
j
i−1∏
j=1
T
l′j−c
′
j
j )T
ci−c′isi
i + g
′T cii
= µd¯θ
′(
k∏
j=0
P
nd¯,j+n
′
j−a
′
j
j
i−1∏
j=1
T
ld¯,j+l
′
j−c
′
j
j )T
ci−c
′
isi
i + h+ g
′T cii ,
where h ∈ A+α . Let g1 = (
∏k
j=0 P
nd¯,j+n
′
j−a
′
j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ld¯,j+l
′
j−c
′
j
j )T
ci−c
′
isi
i . Since ci−c
′
isi < ci
by the inductive hypothesis applied to g1
f = µd¯θ
′g1 + h+ g
′T cii = µd¯θ
′(θ′′
k∏
j=0
P
nj
j
i∏
j=1
T
lj
j + g
′
1) + h+ g
′T cii ,
where θ′′ ∈ k \ {0}, g′1 ∈ A
+
α and
∏k
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j is irreducible with respect to T ,
and therefore, the statement holds with θ = µd¯θ
′θ′′ and f ′ = µd¯θ
′g′1 + h + g
′T cii . 
Lemma 4.7. If γ ∈ ΦR, then Iγ = Aγ.
Proof. We only need to check that Iγ ⊂ Aγ for all γ ∈ ΦR.
Let γ ∈ ΦR and let f ∈ Iγ . We will show that f ∈ Aγ. First notice that if f ∈ Aα
for some α ∈ ΦR then α ≤ ν(f). Thus the set Ω = {α ∈ ΦR| f ∈ Aα} is finite since
it is bounded from above and it is nonempty since f ∈ A0. We choose σ to be the
maximal element of Ω. Then there exists a presentation
f =
N∑
e=1
ge
k∏
j=0
P
ae,j
j
i∏
j=1
T
ce,j
j + f
′,
where ge ∈ R,
∑k
j=0 ae,jβj +
∑i
j=1 ce,jγj = σ for all e and f
′ ∈ A+σ .
We now apply Lemma 4.6 to
∏k
j=0 P
ae,j
j
∏i
j=1 T
ce,j
j for all 1 ≤ e ≤ N . We get∏k
j=0 P
ae,j
j
∏i
j=1 T
ce,j
j = θe
∏m
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j + he, where θe ∈ k \ {0}, he ∈ A
+
σ and∑m
j=0 njβj +
∑i
j=1 ljγi = σ. Thus
f = (
N∑
e=1
θege)
m∏
j=0
P
nj
j
i∏
j=1
T
lj
j +
N∑
e=1
hege + f
′ = g
m∏
j=0
P
nj
j
i∏
j=1
T
lj
j + h,
where g = (
∑N
e=1 θege) and h ∈ A
+
σ . If g ∈ mR then g
∏m
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j ∈ A
+
0Aσ ⊂
A+σ and therefore f ∈ A
+
σ . Let α ∈ ΦR be such that A
+
σ = Aα. Then α > σ and
f ∈ Aα, a contradiction to the choice of σ. So g is a unit in R and ν(g) = 0. Since
ν(g
∏m
j=0 P
nj
j
∏i
j=1 T
lj
j ) = σ and ν(h) > σ we get that ν(f) = σ. Thus σ ≥ γ, and so
f ∈ Aσ ⊂ Aγ. 
Theorem 4.8. {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Ti}i>0 is a generating sequence of ν, ΦR = S + U and
{βi}i≥0 ∪ {γi}i>0 generate ΦR as a semigroup.
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Proof. The statement follows at once from the definition of generating sequences and
Lemma 4.7. 
It is desirable to determine a minimal set of generators for ΦR and to extract a
minimal generating sequence for ν if possible. In general {βi}i≥0∪{γi}i>0 will not be
a minimal set of generators for ΦR. One way to reduce this set is to remove dependent
values: if i > 0 we say that βi is dependent if βi ∈ Si−1, we say that γi is dependent
if γi ∈ (Smi + Ui−1). For i ≥ 0 we say that βi (or γi+1) is independent if βi (or γi+1)
is not dependent. Then the set of all independent values is a generating set for ΦR.
It is not minimal in general, see example 8.2. On the level of polynomials removing
redundant jumping polynomials will lead to a subsequence of {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Ti}i>0 that
is still a generating sequence of ν.
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that i > 0 and Ti 6= 0 is a redundant jumping polynomial.
Denote by K the number of nonzero successors of Ti. Then there exist M,N ∈ Z>0
such that
Ti =
K∑
e=0
θe
M∏
j=0
P
ae,j
j
N∏
j=1
T
ce,j
j ,
where θe ∈ k \ {0}, ae,j, ce,j ∈ Z≥0 for all e, j and
∏M
i=0 P
ae,j
j
∏N
j=1 T
ce,j
j is irre-
ducible with respect to T for all e. Moreover, ν(
∏M
j=0 P
a0,j
j
∏N
j=1 T
c0,j
j ) = ν(Ti) and
ν(
∏M
j=0 P
ae−1,j
j
∏N
j=1 T
ce−1,j
j ) < ν(
∏M
j=0 P
ae,j
j
∏N
j=1 T
ce,j
j ) for all e ≥ 1.
Proof. We use induction on K. Since Ti 6= 0 and Ti is redundant, by definition of the
only immediate successor T∑i
j=0 δj
of Ti we have
Ti = µd¯
mi∏
j=0
P
nd¯,j
j
i−1∏
j=1
T
ld¯,j
j + T∑i
j=0 δj
,
where µd¯ ∈ k \ {0},
∏mi
j=0 P
nd¯,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ld¯,j
j is irreducible with respect to T and ν(Ti) =
ν(
∏mi
j=0 P
nd¯,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ld¯,j
j ) while ν(Ti) < ν(T∑i
j=0 δj
).
If K = 0 then T∑i
j=0 δj
= 0 and the above representation satisfies the statement of
the lemma. If K > 0 then T∑i
j=0 δj
is a redundant jumping polynomial with K − 1
nonzero successors. So by the inductive hypothesis
Ti = µd¯
mi∏
j=0
P
nd¯,j
j
i−1∏
j=1
T
ld¯,j
j +
K−1∑
e=0
θ′e
M ′∏
j=0
P
a′e,j
j
N ′∏
j=1
T
c′e,j
j ,
where θ′e ∈ k \ {0}, a
′
e,j, c
′
e,j ∈ Z≥0 for all e, j,
∏M ′
i=0 P
a′e,j
j
∏N ′
j=1 T
c′e,j
j is irreducible
with respect to T for all e and ν(Ti) < ν(T∑i
j=0 δj
) ≤ ν(
∏M ′
j=0 P
a′e−1,j
j
∏N ′
j=1 T
c′e−1,j
j ) <
ν(
∏M ′
j=0 P
a′e,j
j
∏N ′
j=1 T
c′e,j
j ) for all e ≥ 1. Thus after appropriately renaming the indices,
exponents and coefficients we obtain the required representation. 
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We now refine the notion of A-ideals by using only jumping polynomials that are
not redundant. Set R = {j | Tj is redundant}. For σ ∈ ΦR denote by A˜σ the ideal
of R generated by the set
{
k∏
j=0
P
aj
j
i∏
j=1
T
cj
j | i, k, aj , cj ∈ Z≥0; ν(
k∏
j=0
P
aj
j
i∏
j=1
T
cj
j ) ≥ σ; cj = 0 for all j ∈ R}.
Corollary 4.10. If σ ∈ ΦR then A˜σ = Aσ.
Proof. By construction A˜σ ⊂ Aσ. To show that Aσ ⊂ A˜σ we will check that any
generator
∏k
j=0 P
aj
j
∏i
j=1 T
cj
j of Aσ belongs to A˜σ. Since A˜σ1A˜σ2 ⊂ A˜σ1+σ2 for all
σ1, σ2,∈ ΦR it is suffices to check that Pi ∈ A˜βi and Ti ∈ A˜γi for all i. By construction
we have Pi ∈ A˜βi for all i ∈ Z≥0 and Ti ∈ A˜γi for all i ∈ Z>0 \ R.
Assume that i ∈ R and use Lemma 4.9 to write
Ti =
K∑
e=0
θe
M∏
j=0
P
ae,j
j
N∏
j=1
T
ce,j
j .
For all e ≥ 0, since
∏M
j=0 P
ae,j
j
∏N
j=1 T
ce,j
j is irreducible with respect to T we have
ce,j = 0 for all j ∈ R. Also for all e ≥ 0, we have ν(
∏M
j=0 P
ae,j
j
∏N
j=1 T
ce,j
j ) ≥ γi. Thus
Ti ∈ A˜γi . 
The next statement follows immediately from Lemma 4.7, Corollary 4.10 and def-
inition of generating sequences.
Proposition 4.11. {Pi}i∈Z≥0 ∪ {Ti}i∈Z>0\R is a generating sequence of ν.
We now provide a sufficient condition for a jumping polynomial to be redundant.
It will allow us to recognize redundant jumping polynomials in Example 8.2.
Lemma 4.12. Suppose that i, K,M > 0 and Ti =
∑K
e=1 θe
∏M
j=0 P
ae,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ce,j
j 6= 0,
with θe ∈ k, ae,j, ce,j ∈ Z≥0 for all e, j and
∏M
j=0 P
ae,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ce,j
j irreducible with
respect to T for all e. Then Ti is redundant.
Proof. After possibly collecting like terms we may assume that in the presentation
Ti =
K∑
e=1
θe
M∏
i=0
P
ae,j
j
i−1∏
j=1
T
ce,j
j
(ae1,0, . . . , ae1,M , ce1,1, . . . , ce1,i−1) 6= (ae2,0, . . . , ae2,M , ce2,1, . . . , ce2,i−1) for all e1 6= e2and
θe 6= 0 for all e. Then by Corollary 4.4, after possibly rearranging terms, we may fur-
ther assume that ν(
∏M
i=0 P
ae−1,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ce−1,j
j ) < ν(
∏M
i=0 P
ae,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ce,j
j ) for all e > 1
and ν(
∏M
i=0 P
a1,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
c1,j
j ) = γi. In particular, γi ∈ (SM + Ui−1) ⊂ (G+Hi−1).
By construction of jumping polynomials we have si = 1 and γi ∈ (Gmi + Hi−1).
Denote by M1 = max{j | a1,j > 0} and apply Corollary 4.5 to γi =
∑M1
j=0 a1,jβj +
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j=1 c1,jγj to get M1 ≤ mi. Thus γi ∈ (Smi + Ui−1). Also, the only immediate
successor of Ti is T∑i
j=0 δi
= Ti − θ1
∏mi
i=0 P
a1,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
c1,j
j .
We now use induction on K. If K = 1 then T∑i
j=0 δi
= 0 and, therefore, Ti is
redundant. If K > 1 then T∑i
j=0 δi
=
∑K
e=2 θe
∏M
i=0 P
ae,j
j
∏i−1
j=1 T
ce,j
j . By the inductive
hypothesis T∑i
j=0 δi
is redundant and, therefore, Ti is redundant. 
5. Defining sequences
In this section we describe numerical data that uniquely determines a valuation on
k(x, y, z) centered at k[x, y, z](x,y,z).
Given sequences of positive rational numbers {β ′i}i≥0 and {γ¯i}i>0 we use notation
as in section 3. Let m¯0 = 0, G
′
0 = β
′
0Z, H¯0 = {0} and for all i > 0 set
S ′i =
i∑
j=0
β ′jZ≥0, G
′
i =
i∑
j=0
β ′jZ and S
′ =
∞⋃
j=0
S ′j , G
′ =
∞⋃
j=0
G′j
U¯i =
i∑
j=1
γ¯jZ≥0, H¯i =
i∑
j=1
γ¯jZ and U¯ =
∞⋃
j=1
U¯j , H¯ =
∞⋃
j=1
H¯j
q′i = min{q ∈ Z>0 | qβ
′
i ∈ G
′
i−1}, s¯i = min{s ∈ Z>0 | sγ¯i ∈ (H¯i−1 +G
′)}
and m¯i = max(m¯i−1,min{j ∈ Z≥0 | s¯iγ¯i ∈ (H¯i−1 + G
′
j)}).
Applying Lemma 3.1 to α = q′iβ
′
i, an element of G
′
i−1 we find n
′
i,0 ∈ Z and non-
negative integers n′i,1, . . . , n
′
i,i−1 such that n
′
i,j < q
′
j for all j > 0 and α =
∑i−1
j=0 n
′
i,jβ
′
j .
Applying Lemma 3.1 to α = s¯iγ¯i, an element of G
′
m¯i
+ H¯i−1, we find ai ∈ Z and
nonnegative integers n¯i,1, . . . , n¯i,m¯i , l¯i,1, . . . , l¯i,i−1 such that n¯i,j < q
′
j and l¯i,j < s¯j for
all j > 0 and α = aiβ
′
0 +
∑m¯i
j=1 n¯i,jβ
′
j +
∑i−1
j=1 l¯i,jγ¯j. We set n¯i,0 = max(0, ai) and
r¯i,0 = max(0,−ai).
The conditions we require sequences {β ′i}i≥0 and {γ¯i}i>0 to satisfy are
β ′i+1 > q
′
iβ
′
i,
γ¯i+1 > r¯i,0β
′
0 + s¯iγ¯i.
Then by Corollary 3.3 we have n′i,0 > 0 for all i > 0.
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Given sequences of residues {λ′i}i>0 ⊂ k \ {0} and {µ¯i}i>0 ⊂ k \ {0} we inductively
define the sequences of polynomials {P ′i}i≥0 and {Qi}i>0 by setting
P ′0 = x, P
′
1 = y, Q1 = z,
P ′i+1 = (P
′
i )
q′i − λ′i
i−1∏
j=0
(P ′j)
n′i,j ,
Qi+1 = x
r¯i,0Qs¯ii − µ¯i
m¯i∏
j=0
(P ′j)
n¯i,j
i−1∏
j=1
Q
l¯i,j
j .
Our main statement to be proved in section 6 is
Theorem 5.1. In the above notation assuming that infinitely many q′i and s¯i are
greater than 1 there exists a unique valuation ν : k(x, y, z)→ Q such that ν dominates
k[x, y, z](x,y,z) and ν(P
′
i ) = β
′
i and ν(Qi) = γ¯i for all i.
If ν is a valuation on k[x, y, z](x,y,z) as provided by Theorem 5.1 we claim that
the sequence of jumping polynomials {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Ti}i>0 for ν as defined in section 2
satisfies Pi = P
′
i for all i ≥ 0. Indeed, we have P0 = x = P
′
0 and P1 = y = P
′
1. Fix
i ∈ Z>0 and assume that Pj = P
′
j for all j ≤ i. Then βj = β
′
j , Gj = G
′
j and qj = q
′
j
for all j ≤ i. Due to uniqueness of ni,0, . . . , ni,i−1 such that q
′
iβ
′
i = qiβi =
∑i−1
j=0 ni,jβi,j
and ni,j < qj for all j > 0 we also have ni,j = n
′
i,j for all j < i. Then P
qi
i /
∏i−1
j=0 P
ni,j
j =
(P ′i )
q′i/
∏i−1
j=0(P
′
j)
n′i,j and therefore, λi = λ
′
i. Thus
Pi+1 = P
qi
i − λi
i−1∏
j=1
P
ni,j
j = (P
′
i )
q′i − λ′i
i−1∏
j=1
(P ′j)
n′i,j = P ′i+1.
We will now drop apostrophes in the notation for defining polynomials.
6. Properties of defining polynomials
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 5.1. We use the simplified notation
of section 5. In particular, if i ≥ 0 then Pi denotes a defining polynomial. Also,
we use lexicographical order to compare k-tuples of integers: we say (a1, . . . , ak) <
(b1, . . . , bk) if and only if there exists l < k such that ai = bi for all i ≤ l and
al+1 < bl+1.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that A = k[x] and i ≥ 1 then Pi is a monic polynomial
in A[y] and degy Pi =
∏i−1
j=1 qj. Moreover, if a1, a2, . . . , ai−1 are nonnegative integers
such that aj < qj for all j < i then degy(
∏i−1
j=1 P
aj
j ) < degy Pi.
Proof. Same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 proves this statement. 
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Corollary 6.2. Suppose that the m-tuples of nonegative integers (a1, . . . , am) and
(b1, . . . , bm) are such that aj , bj < qj for all j < m. If (am, . . . , a1) < (bm, . . . , b1) then
degy(
∏m
j=1 P
aj
j ) < degy(
∏m
j=1 P
bj
j ).
In particular, if f =
∑q
am=0
(∑
0≤aj<qj
fa1,...,am(x)
∏m−1
j=1 P
aj
j
)
P amm , where fa1,...,am ∈
k[x] for all (a1, . . . , am), then degy(
∏m
j=1 P
aj
j ) ≤ degy f .
Proof. Let (am, . . . , a1) < (bm, . . . , b1) then there exists 1 ≤ l ≤ m such that al < bl
and aj = bj for all j > l. Then
degy(
m∏
j=1
P
aj
j ) < degy(P
al+1
l
m∏
j=l+1
P
aj
j ) ≤ degy(
m∏
j=l
P
bj
j ) ≤ degy(
m∏
j=1
P
bj
j ).
Consider now f =
∑q
am=0
(∑
0≤aj<qj
fa1,...,am(x)
∏m−1
j=1 P
aj
j
)
P amm . Set
(bm, . . . , b1) = max{(am, . . . , a1) | fa1,...,am 6= 0}
Then degy(
∏m
j=1 P
aj
j ) < degy(
∏m
j=1 P
bj
j ) for all (a1, . . . , am) 6= (b1, . . . , bm). Thus
degy f = degy(
∏m
j=1 P
bj
j ) ≥ degy(
∏m
j=1 P
aj
j ). Notice also that leady f = fb1,...,bm . 
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that A = k[x, y] and i ≥ 1 then Qi is a polynomial in A[z]
with degz Qi =
∏i−1
j=1 s¯j and leadz Qi = x
di, where di =
∑i−1
k=1(r¯k,0
∏i−1
j=k+1 s¯j).
Moreover, if a1, a2, . . . , ai−1 are nonnegative integers such that aj < s¯j for all j < i
then degz(
∏i−1
j=1Q
aj
j ) < degz Qi.
Proof. We use induction on i. For i = 1 we have Q1 = z is monic of degree 1.
Let i > 1 then Qi = x
r¯i−1,0Q
s¯i−1
i−1 − µ¯i−1
∏m¯i−1
j=0 P
n¯i−1,j
j
∏i−2
j=1Q
l¯i−1,j
j . By the inductive
hypothesis we have
degz Q
s¯i−1
i−1 =
i−1∏
j=1
s¯j,
degz(
i−2∏
j=1
Q
l¯i−1,j
j ) = l¯i−1,1 + l¯i−1,2s¯1 + · · ·+ l¯i−1,i−2s¯1 · · · s¯i−3
< s¯1 + (s¯2 − 1)s¯1 + · · ·+ (s¯i−2 − 1)s¯1 · · · s¯i−3 = s¯1 · · · s¯i−2.
Thus degz Qi =
∏i−1
j=1 s¯j and leadz Pi = x
r¯i−1,0(leadz Qi−1)
s¯i−1 = xdi , where di =
r¯i−1,0 + s¯i−1
∑i−2
k=1(r¯k,0
∏i−2
j=k+1 s¯j) =
∑i−1
k=1(r¯k,0
∏i−1
j=k+1 s¯j). 
The next statement is a straight forward consequence of Proposition 6.3.
Corollary 6.4. Suppose that A = k[x, x−1, y] and i ≥ 1 then x−diQi is a monic
polynomial in A[z] and degz(x
−diQi) = s¯1 · · · s¯i−1.
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Using the argument of the proof of Corollary 6.2 we also get the following state-
ment:
Corollary 6.5. Suppose that the n-tuples of nonegative integers (a1, . . . , an) and
(b1, . . . , bn) are such that aj , bj < s¯j for all j < n. If (an, . . . , a1) < (bn, . . . , b1)
then degz(
∏n
j=1Q
aj
j ) < degz(
∏n
j=1Q
bj
j ).
In particular, if f =
∑s
an=0
(∑
0≤aj<s¯j
fa1,...,an(x, y)
∏n−1
j=1 Q
aj
j
)
Qann , where fa1,...,an ∈
k[x, y] for all (a1, . . . , an), then degz(
∏n
j=1Q
aj
j ) ≤ degz f .
Remark 6.6. We expect the sequence of polynomial {Pi}i>0 to satisfy MacLane’s
axioms for key polynomials corresponding to the field extension k(x) →֒ k(x, y) and
{x−diQi}i>0 to satisfy the axioms for key polynomials corresponding to the field ex-
tension k(x, y) →֒ k(x, y, z).
Lemma 6.7. Suppose that f ∈ k[x, y] and M is such that degy f < degy PM+1 then
there exists a unique representation
f =
∑
0≤aj<qj
fa1,...,aM (x)
M∏
j=1
P
aj
j , (6.1)
where fa1,...,aM ∈ k[x] for all (a1, . . . , aM).
Proof. We use induction on M . If M = 0 then degy f < 1. Thus f ∈ k[x] and
f = f(x) is the required representation.
Assume M > 0 and set A = k[x]. If f 6= 0 since PM is a monic polynomial in A[y]
by Euclidean division in A[y] we find q ∈ Z≥0 such that
f =
q∑
i=0
giP
i
M , (6.2)
where gi ∈ A[y], gq 6= 0 and degy gi < degy PM for all i. Since degy f = degy(gqP
q
M)
and degy f < degy PM+1 applying Proposition 6.1 we get q
∏M−1
j=1 qj <
∏M
j=1 qj and
therefore q < qM . Thus there exists a representation
f =
q∑
i=0
giP
i
M +
qM−1∑
i=q+1
0 · P iM =
∑
0≤aM<qM
haMP
aM
M (6.3)
such that haM ∈ A[y] and degy haM < degPM for all aM . Also haM are uniquely
determined for all aM due to uniqueness of representation (6.2).
Applying the inductive hypothesis to haM for all aM we get
f =
∑
0≤aM<qM

 ∑
0≤aj<qj
h(a1,...,aM−1),aM (x)
M−1∏
j=1
P
aj
j

P aMM = ∑
0≤aj<qj
fa1,...,aM (x)
M∏
j=1
P
aj
j .
By the inductive hypothesis fa1,...,aM (x) are uniquely determined for all (a1, . . . , aM).

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In general, if f ∈ k[x, y] \ {0} and M is any positive integer following the proof of
Lemma 6.7 we obtain a unique representation
f =
q′∑
aM=0

 ∑
0≤aj<qj
fa1,...,aM (x)
M−1∏
j=1
P
aj
j

P aMM ,
where q′ is a nonnegative integer not necessarily less than qM , fa1,...,aM ∈ k[x] for
all (a1, . . . , aM) and fa1,...,aM−1,q′ 6= 0 for some (a1, . . . , aM−1). For compatibility with
representation (6.1) we set q = max(q′, qM − 1) and fa1,...,aM = 0 for all (a1, . . . , aM)
such that q′ < aM ≤ q. The representation
f =
q∑
aM=0

 ∑
0≤aj<qj
fa1,...,aM (x)
M−1∏
j=1
P
aj
j

P aMM ,
is called a PM -expansion of f . Notice that if M is such that degy PM+1 > degy f then
the PM -expansion of f coincides with representation (6.1).
Lemma 6.8. Suppose that f ∈ k[x, x−1, y, z] and N is such that degz f < degz QN+1
then there exists a unique representation
f =
∑
0≤cj<s¯j
f ′c1,...,cN (x, x
−1, y)
N∏
j=1
(x−djQj)
cj (6.4)
where fc1,...,cN ∈ k[x, x
−1, y] for all (c1, . . . , cN).
Proof. Notice that if A = k[x, x−1, y] and i > 0 then by Corollary 6.4 x−diQi is a
monic polynomial in A[z]. Now the argument of the proof of Lemma 6.7 applies. 
Corollary 6.9. Suppose that f ∈ k[x, y, z] and N is such that degz f < degz QN+1
then there exists a unique K ∈ Z≥0 and representation
xKf =
∑
0≤cj<s¯j
fc1,...,cN (x, y)
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j , (6.5)
where fc1,...,cN ∈ k[x, y] for all (c1, . . . , cN) and if fc1,...,cN ∈ xk[x, y] for all (c1, . . . , cN)
then K = 0.
Proof. We get the required representation by multiplying both sides of representation
(6.4) by an appropriate power of x. More precisely,
K = max( max
(c1,...,cN )
{
N∑
j=1
djcj − ordx f
′
c1,...,cN
}, 0).

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In general, if f ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0} and N is any positive integer we can find a unique
K ∈ Z≥0 and representation
xKf =
s′∑
cN=0

 ∑
0≤cj<s¯j
fc1,...,cN (x, y)
N−1∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

QcNN ,
such that s′ is a nonnegative integer not necessarily less than s¯N , fc1,...,cN ∈ k[x, y] for
all (c1, . . . , cN) and fc1,...,cN−1,s′ 6= 0 for some (c1, . . . , cN−1), and if fc1,...,cN ∈ xk[x, y]
for all (c1, . . . , cN) then K = 0. For compatibility with representation (6.5) we set
s = max(s′, s¯N − 1) and fc1,...,cN = 0 for all (c1, . . . , cN) such that s
′ < cN ≤ s. The
representation
xKf =
s∑
cN=0

 ∑
0≤cj<s¯j
fc1,...,cN (x, y)
N−1∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

QcNN
is called a QN -expansion of f . Notice that if N is such that degz QN+1 > degz f then
the QN -expansion of f coincides with representation (6.5).
Theorem 6.10. Suppose that in notation of section 5 infinitely many qi and s¯i are
greater than 1. Then for f ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0} there exist unique K,M,N ∈ Z≥0 and
representation
xKf =
∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
fAC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j , (6.6)
where AC = (a1, . . . , aM , c1, . . . , cN), that satisfies the following conditions
fAC ∈ k[x] for all AC,
fAC 6= 0 for some AC with cN > 0,
fAC 6= 0 for some AC with aM > 0,
if fAC ∈ xk[x] for all AC then K = 0.
Proof. To construct representation (6.6) we will first apply Corollary 6.9 to f and
then apply Lemma 6.7 to every term fc1,...,cN of representation (6.5).
First notice that since there are infinitely many s¯i greater than 1, for any fixed
degree d there is i such that degz Qi > d. If f ∈ k[x, y] set N = 0. If f 6∈ k[x, y] let N
be such that degz QN ≤ degz f and degz f < degz QN+1. Then consider representation
(6.5) of f
xKf =
∑
0≤cj<s¯j
fc1,...,cN (x, y)
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j .
If fc1,...,cN = 0 for all (c1, . . . , cN) such that cN > 0, then degz f is bounded by
degz
(∏N−1
j=1 Q
s¯j−1
j
)
. Then degz f < degz QN , which contradicts the choice of N .
Thus, there exists (c1, . . . , cN) such that cN > 0 and fc1,...,cN 6= 0.
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Now since there are infinitely many qi greater than 1, for any fixed degree d there
exists i such that degy Pi > d. Set
d = max
(c1,...,cN )
degy fc1,...,cN
and let M be such that degy PM ≤ d and d < degy PM+1. Then consider representa-
tion (6.1) of fc1,...,cN for all C = (c1, . . . , cN)
fC = fc1,...,cN =
∑
0≤ai<qi
fa1,...,aM ,c1,...,cN (x)
M∏
i=1
P aii =
∑
0≤ai<qi
fAC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii .
Observe that if C = (c1, . . . , cN) is such that cN > 0 and fC 6= 0 then there exists
A = (a1, . . . , aM) such that fAC 6= 0.
Let now Cd = (c1, . . . , cN) be such that degy fCd = d. If fACd = 0 for all A =
(a1, . . . , aM) such that aM > 0, then degy fCd is bounded by degy
(∏M−1
i=1 P
qi−1
i
)
.
Then d < degy PM , which contradicts the choice of M . Thus, there exists A =
(a1, . . . , aM) such that fACd 6= 0 and aM > 0.
Finally, if fAC ∈ xk[x] for all AC then fc1,...,cN ∈ xk[x, y] for all (c1, . . . , cN) and it
follows from properties of representation (6.5) that K = 0. Thus
xKf =
∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<sj
fAC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j
is a representation of f that satisfies all the conditions.
Assume that
xK
′
f =
∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
f ′AC(x)
M ′∏
i=1
P aii
N ′∏
j=1
Q
cj
j
is another representation of f satisfying the conditions of the theorem.
We notice that degz f ≤ degz
(∏N ′
j=1Q
s¯j−1
j
)
< degz QN ′+1. On the other hand
since there exists AC such that cN ′ > 0 and f
′
AC 6= 0 we have degz f ≥ degz QN ′ .
Thus N ′ = N . For all C = (c1, . . . , cN) set
f ′C = f
′
c1,...,cN
=
∑
0≤ai<qi
f ′AC(x)
M ′∏
i=1
P aii .
We will now show that if K ′ > 0 there exists C0 = (c1, . . . , cN) such that f
′
C0
6∈
xk[x, y]. Assume that K ′ > 0, then there exists AC such that f ′AC 6∈ xk[x]. Let
A0 = (b1, . . . , bM ′) be such that
(bM ′ , . . . , b1) = max
f ′
AC
6∈xk[x]
(aM ′ , . . . , a1),
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and let C0 = (c1, . . . , cN) be such that f
′
A0C0
6∈ xk[x]. Assume for contradiction that
f ′C0 ∈ xk[x, y]. Since for all A = (a1, . . . , aM ′) such that (aM ′, . . . , a1) > (bM ′ , . . . , b1)
we have f ′AC0 ∈ xk[x], the following polynomial
h =
∑
A=(a1,...,aM′ )
(aM′ ,...,a1)>(bM′ ,...,b1)
f ′AC0(x)
M ′∏
i=1
P aii
is an element of xk[x, y]. Thus (f ′C0 − h) ∈ xk[x, y], and therefore, leady(f
′
C0
− h) ∈
xk[x]. This contradicts the choice of A0C0 since by the proof of Corollary 6.2 we have
leady(f
′
C0
− h) = f ′A0C0 .
Thus
xK
′
f =
∑
0≤cj<s¯j
f ′c1,...,cN (x, y)
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j
is another representation of f in the form of (6.5). Due to uniqueness of such a
representation K ′ = K and f ′c1,...,cN = fc1,...,cN for all (c1, . . . , cN).
We notice that degy fc1,...,cN ≤ degy
(∏M ′
i=1 P
qi−1
i
)
< degy PM ′+1 for all (c1, . . . , cN).
On the other hand if AC = (a1, . . . , aM ′, c1, . . . , cN) is such that aM ′ > 0 and f
′
AC 6= 0
we have degy fc1,...,cN ≥ degy PM ′ . Thus M
′ = M . For all (c1, . . . , cN) we have
fc1,...,cN =
∑
0≤ai<qi
f ′AC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii
is another representation of fc1,...,cN in the form of (6.1). Due to uniqueness of such a
representation we get f ′AC = fAC for all AC. 
In general, if f ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0} and M, N are some positive integers we can find
a unique K ∈ Z≥0 and representation
xKf =
s′∑
cN=0
q′∑
aM=0

 ∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
fAC(x)
M−1∏
i=1
P aii
N−1∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

P aMM QcNN ,
where AC = (a1, . . . , aM , c1, . . . , cN), s
′, q′ are nonnegative integers not necessarily
satisfying s′ < s¯N and q
′ < qN , and the following conditions hold
fAC ∈ k[x] for all AC,
fAC 6= 0 for some AC with cN = s
′,
fAC 6= 0 for some AC with aM = q
′,
if fAC ∈ xk[x] for all AC then K = 0.
For compatibility with representation (6.6) we set s = max(s′, s¯N − 1), q =
max(q′, qM − 1) and fAC = 0 for all AC such that s
′ < cN ≤ s or q
′ < aM ≤ q.
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The representation
xKf =
s∑
cN=0
q∑
aM=0

 ∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
fAC(x)
M−1∏
i=1
P aii
N−1∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

P aMM QcNN ,
is called an (M,N)-expansion of f . Notice that ifM and N are chosen as in Theorem
6.10 then the (M,N)-expansion of f coincides with representation (6.6). Moreover,
if M ′ ≥ M and N ′ ≥ N , where M and N are as in Theorem 6.10, then the nonzero
terms of the (M ′, N ′)-expansion of f coincide with the nonzero terms of representation
(6.6) for f .
We now define the following Q-valued maps. The value function val is defined on
the set of monomials in {Pi}i≥1∪{Qj}j≥1 with a coefficient in k[x]. Let M and N be
nonnegative integers,
∏M
i=1 P
bi
i
∏N
j=1Q
tj
j be a monomial and f(x) ∈ k[x] be a nonzero
polynomial, we set val(f
∏M
i=1 P
bi
i
∏N
j=1Q
tj
j ) = (ord f)β0 +
∑M
j=1 bjβj +
∑N
j=1 tj γ¯j.
The following functions are defined on k[x, y, z] \ {0}. Let f(x, y, z) be a nonzero
polynomial and M, N be positive integers. Consider the (M,N)-expansion of f
xKf =
s∑
cN=0
q∑
aM=0

 ∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
fAC(x)
M−1∏
i=1
P aii
N−1∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

P aMM QcNN ,
and set νM,N(f) = −Kβ0+min{val(fAC
∏M
i=1 P
aj
j
∏N
j=1Q
cj
j ) | fAC 6= 0}. Also consider
representation (6.6) of f
xKf =
∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
fAC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j ,
and set ν(f) = −Kβ0 + min{val(fAC
∏M
i=1 P
aj
j
∏N
j=1Q
cj
j ) | fAC 6= 0}. Notice that if
M and N are chosen as in Theorem 6.10 then ν(f) = νM,N(f). Moreover, if M
′ ≥M
and N ′ ≥ N , where M and N are as in Theorem 6.10, then νM ′,N ′(f) = ν(f).
We observe basic properties of val, νM,N and ν:
1. If H1, H2 are monomials in {Pi}i≥1 ∪ {Qj}j≥1 and f1(x), f2(x) ∈ k[x] \ {0}
then val((f1H1)(f2H2)) = val(f1H1) + val(f2H2).
2. If M,N,L ∈ Z>0 and f ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0} then νM,N(x
Lf) = Lβ0 + νM,N(f).
3. IfM,N ∈ Z>0 and f, g ∈ k[x, y, z]\{0} then νM,N(f+g) ≥ min(νM,N(f), νM,N(g)).
4. If f, g ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0} then ν(f + g) ≥ min(ν(f), ν(g)).
The next two lemmas will allow us to show that νM,N(fg) = νM,N(f) + νM,N(g).
Lemma 6.11. Suppose that M ∈ Z>0 and g = g0(x)
∏M
i=1 P
bi
i then νM,1(g) = val(g).
Moreover, there exists a unique M-tuple (a1, . . . , aM) in the PM-expansion of g such
that val(ga1,...,aM
∏M
j=1 P
aj
j ) = νM,1(g). Also, for the M-tuple above aM = bM .
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Proof. In order to find νM,1(g) we construct the (M, 1)-expansion of g, which in this
case coincides with the PM -expansion. We use induction on (M,D), where D =
degy(
∏M−1
i=1 P
bi
i ).
If M = 1 then g = g0(x)P
b1
1 is the PM -expansion of g and the statement follows.
Assume that M > 1. Let g′ = g0(x)
∏M−1
i=1 P
bi
i . Then by the inductive hypothesis the
PM−1-expansion
g′ =
q∑
aM−1=0
( ∑
0≤ai<qi
g′a1,...,aM−1(x)
M−2∏
i=1
P aii
)
P
aM−1
M−1 .
has only one term of value val(g′) and all other terms are of greater value. Consider
the following expansion
g =
q∑
aM−1=0
( ∑
0≤ai<qi
g′a1,...,aM−1(x)
M−2∏
i=1
P aii
)
P
aM−1
M−1 P
bM
M .
Only one term of this expansion has value val(g′) + bMβM = val(g), all other terms
have greater value. Thus proving the statement of the lemma for every term of this
expansion will prove the statement for g.
We fix a nonzero term g¯ = g′a1,...,aM−1(x)
∏M−1
i=1 P
ai
i P
bM
M in the expansion of g and
show that the lemma holds for g¯. If aM−1 < qM−1 then the representation above is
the PM -expansion of g¯ and the lemma holds for g¯. Assume that aM−1 ≥ qM−1, then
g¯ = g′a1,...,aM−1(x)
M−2∏
i=1
P aii (λM−1x
nM−1,0
M−2∏
i=1
P
nM−1,i
i + PM)P
aM−1−qM−1
M−1 P
bM
M = g1 + g2,
where g1 = (λM−1x
nM−1,0g′a1,...,aM−1(x))
∏M−2
i=1 P
ai+nM−1,i
i P
aM−1−qM−1
M−1 P
bM
M and g2 =
g′a1,...,aM−1(x)
∏M−2
i=1 P
ai
i P
aM−1−qM−1
M−1 P
bM+1
M .
Notice that val(g1) = val(g¯) and val(g2) > val(g¯). Also notice that by Corollary
6.2 we have degy(
∏M−1
i=1 P
ai
i ) ≤ degy g
′, that is degy(
∏M−1
i=1 P
ai
i ) ≤ D.
Since degy(
∏M−2
i=1 P
ai
i P
aM−1−qM−1
M−1 ) < degy(
∏M−1
i=1 P
ai
i ) by the inductive hypothesis
applied to g2 we get νM,1(g2) = val(g2) > val(g¯) and all terms in the PM -expansion of
g2 have values greater than val(g¯). In order to apply the inductive hypothesis to g1
we notice that
degy(
M−2∏
i=1
P
ai+nM−1,i
i P
aM−1−qM−1
M−1 ) < degy(
M−2∏
i=1
P aii P
aM−1−qM−1+1
M−1 ) ≤ degy(
M−1∏
i=1
P aii )
Thus νM,1(g1) = val(g1) = val(g¯) and only one term in the PM -expansion of g1 has
value val(g¯). Moreover, the power of PM in this term coincides with the power of PM
in g1. This shows that the PM -expansion of g¯ will have a unique term of value val(g¯)
and the power of PM in this term will be bM . All other terms in the PM -expansion
of g¯ will have greater values, in particular, νM,1(g¯) = val(g¯). 
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Lemma 6.12. Suppose that M,N ∈ Z>0 are such that m¯N−1 < M .
Suppose that f = f0(x)
∏M
i=1 P
bi
i
∏N
j=1Q
tj
j then νM,N(f) = val(f). Moreover, there
exists a unique AC = (a1, . . . , aM , c1 . . . , cN) in the (M,N)-expansion of f such that
−Kβ0+val(fAC
∏M
j=1 P
aj
j
∏N
j=1Q
cj
j ) = νM,N(f). Also, for AC as above aM = bM and
cN = tN .
Proof. In order to find νM,N(f) we construct the (M,N)-expansion of f . We argue
by induction on (N,D), where D = degz(
∏N−1
j=1 Q
tj
j ). The base case of N = 1 follows
easily from Lemma 6.11. Assume that N > 1.
First notice that if the statement of the lemma holds for xLf for some L ∈ Z≥0
then it also holds for f . Let f ′ = f0(x)
∏M
i=1 P
bi
i
∏N−1
j=1 Q
tj
j and
xK
′
f ′ =
q∑
aM=0
s∑
cN−1=0

 ∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
f ′AC(x)
M−1∏
i=1
P aii
N−2∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

P aMM QcN−1N−1 (6.7)
be the (M,N − 1)-expansion of f ′. Then after possibly multiplying f by some power
of x we may assume that K ′ = 0 and f ′AC ∈ x
r¯N−1,0k[x] for all terms of (6.7).
By the inductive hypothesis expansion (6.7) has only one term of value val(f ′) and
all other terms are of greater value. Moreover, the power of PM in this unique term
of minimal value is bM . Consider the following expansion
f =
q∑
aM=0
s∑
cN−1=0

 ∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
f ′AC(x)
M−1∏
i=1
P aii
N−2∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

P aMM QcN−1N−1QtNN .
Only one term of this expansion has value val(f ′) + tNγN = val(f) and the power
of PM in this term is bM , all other terms have greater value and the power of QN is
tN for all terms. Notice that the (M,N)-expansion of f can be obtained by adding
the (M,N)-expansions of all terms on the right. Thus proving the statement of the
lemma for every term of this expansion will prove the statement for f .
We fix a nonzero term f¯ = f ′AC(x)
∏M
i=1 P
ai
i
∏N−1
j=1 Q
cj
j Q
tN
N in the expansion of f
and show that the lemma holds for f¯ . If cN−1 < s¯N−1 then the above representation
is the (M,N)-expansion of f¯ , and therefore, the statement holds for f¯ .
Assume that cN−1 ≥ s¯N−1. In the above representation of f¯ replace Q
s¯N−1
N−1 with
x−r¯N−1,0(µ¯N−1x
n¯N−1,0
∏m¯N−1
i=1 P
n¯N−1,i
i
∏N−2
j=1 Q
l¯N−1,j
j +QN). Denote f
′′
AC = x
−r¯N−1,0f ′AC(x)
and f ′′′AC = µ¯N−1x
n¯N−1,0f ′′AC(x) to simplify notation. Furthermore, set
f1 = f
′′′
AC
M∏
i=1
P
a′i
i
N−2∏
j=1
Q
cj+l¯N−1,j
j Q
cN−1−s¯N−1
N−1 Q
tN
N ,
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where a′i = ai + n¯N−1,i if i ≤ m¯N−1 and a
′
i = ai if i > m¯N−1, and
f2 = f
′′
AC
M∏
i=1
P aii
N−2∏
j=1
Q
cj
j Q
cN−1−s¯N−1
N−1 Q
tN+1
N .
Then f ′′AC , f
′′′
AC ∈ k[x], val(f1) = val(f¯), val(f2) > val(f¯) and f¯ = f1 + f2. Our next
step is to apply the inductive hypothesis to f1 and f2. We notice that by Corollary
6.5 we have degz(
∏N−1
j=1 Q
cj
j ) ≤ degz f
′ = D.
Let K1 and K2 be the powers of x appearing in the (M,N)-expansions for f1 and
f2, respectively. We set K = max(K1, K2), so that the powers of x appearing in the
(M,N)-expansions for xKf1 and x
Kf2 are both 0.
Since degz(
∏N−2
j=1 Q
cj
j Q
cN−1−s¯N−1
N−1 ) < degz(
∏N−1
j=1 Q
cj
j ) it follows that νM,N(x
Kf2) =
val(xKf2) > val(x
K f¯) and all terms in the (M,N)-expansion of xKf2 have values
greater than val(xK f¯). To apply the inductive hypothesis to xKf1 we notice that
degz(
N−2∏
j=1
Q
cj+l¯N−1,j
j Q
cN−1−s¯N−1
N−1 ) < degz(
N−2∏
j=1
Q
cj
j Q
cN−1−sN−1+1
N−1 ) ≤ degz(
N−1∏
j=1
Q
cj
j )
Thus νM,N(x
Kf1) = val(x
Kf1) = val(x
K f¯) and only one term in the (M,N)-expansion
of xKf1 has value val(x
K f¯). Moreover, the powers of PM and QN in this unique term
coincide with the powers of PM and QN in f1. This shows that the (M,N)-expansion
of xK f¯ has a unique term of value val(xK f¯) and the powers of PM and QN in this
term are a′M = aM and tN , respectively. All other terms in the (M,N)-expansion
of xK f¯ are of greater value, in particular, νM,N(x
K f¯) = val(xK f¯). Thus the lemma
holds for xK f¯ , and therefore it also holds for f¯ . 
Corollary 6.13. Suppose that M,N ∈ Z>0 are such that m¯N−1 < M .
Suppose that f, g ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0} then νM,N(fg) = νM,N(f) + νM,N(g).
Proof. We first notice that if the statement is true for xLf and xLg for some L ∈ Z≥0
then it is also true for f and g. Consider the (M,N)-expansions
xK1f =
qf∑
aM=0
sf∑
cN=0

 ∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
fAC(x)
M−1∏
i=1
P aii
N−1∏
j=1
Q
cj
j

P aMM QcNN
and
xK2g =
qg∑
a¯M=0
sg∑
c¯N=0

 ∑
0≤a¯i<qi
0≤c¯j<s¯j
gA¯C(x)
M−1∏
i=1
P a¯ii
N−1∏
j=1
Q
c¯j
j

P a¯MM Qc¯NN .
After possibly multiplying f and g by some power of x we may assume that K1 = 0,
K2 = 0 and the power of x appearing on the left hand side in the (M,N)-expansion
of fAC(x)gA¯C(x)
∏M
i=1 P
ai+a¯i
i
∏N
j=1Q
cj+c¯j
j is 0 for all AC and A¯C as above.
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Let If = {AC | νM,N(f) = val(fAC
∏M
i=1 P
ai
i
∏N
j=1Q
cj
j )} and ACf ∈ If be such that
((aM)f , (cN)f ) = min{(aM , cN) | AC ∈ If}. We claim that ((aM)f , (cN)f ) < (aM , cN)
for any AC ∈ If \ {ACf}. Indeed, assume that AC,AC
′ ∈ If are such that aM = a
′
M
and cN = c
′
N . Then since
ord(fAC)β0 +
M−1∑
i=1
aiβi +
N−1∑
j=1
cjγ¯j = ord(fAC′)β0 +
M−1∑
i=1
a′iβi +
N−1∑
j=1
c′jγ¯j
by Lemma 3.1 we have ai = a
′
i and cj = c
′
j for all i, j in the range. Thus AC = AC
′.
Similarly let Ig = {A¯C | νM,N(g) = val(gA¯C
∏M
i=1 P
a¯i
i
∏N
j=1Q
c¯j
j )} and A¯Cg ∈ Ig be
such that ((a¯M)g, (c¯N)g) = min{(a¯M , c¯N) | A¯C ∈ Ig}. Then ((a¯M)g, (c¯N)g) < (a¯M , c¯N)
for any A¯C ∈ Ig \ {A¯Cg}.
Notice that fg =
∑
AC,A¯C
(
fAC(x)gA¯C(x)
∏M
i=1 P
ai+a¯i
i
∏N
j=1Q
cj+c¯j
j
)
and the (M,N)-
expansion of fg can be obtained by adding the (M,N)-expansions of all terms on
the right. Let h = fACf (x)gA¯Cg(x)
∏M
i=1 P
(ai)f+(a¯i)g
i
∏N
j=1Q
(cj)f+(c¯j)g
j and notice that
val(h) = val(fACf (x)
∏M
i=1 P
(ai)f
i
∏N
j=1Q
(cj)f
j ) + val(gA¯Cg(x)
∏M
i=1 P
(a¯i)g
i
∏N
j=1Q
(c¯j)g
j ) =
νM,N(f) + νM,N(g).
By Lemma 6.12 the (M,N)-expansion of h has a unique term of value νM,N(f) +
νM,N(g) and, moreover, the powers of PM and QN in this term are (aM)f + (a¯M)g
and (cN)f + (c¯N )g, respectively. We claim that if AC 6= ACf or A¯C 6= A¯Cg then the
(M,N)-expansion of fACgA¯C
∏M
i=1 P
ai+a¯i
i
∏N
j=1Q
cj+c¯j
j does not have a term of value
val(h) such that its powers of PM and QN are (aM)f + (a¯M)g and (cN)f + (c¯N)g,
respectively. Indeed, set h′ = fAC(x)gA¯C(x)
∏M
i=1 P
ai+a¯i
i
∏N
j=1Q
cj+c¯j
j . If AC /∈ If or
A¯Cg /∈ IG then val(h
′) > val(h) and, therefore, all terms in the (M,N)-expansion of
h′ have values greater than val(h). If AC ∈ If and A¯C ∈ Ig then val(h
′) = val(h) and
the only term of value val(h) in the (M,N)-expansion of h′ has powers of PM and
QN equal to aM + a¯M and cN + c¯N , respectively. Then if AC 6= ACf or A¯C 6= A¯Cg
we have ((aM)f + (a¯M)g, (cN)f + (c¯N )g) < (aM + a¯M , cN + c¯N). This shows that the
unique term of minimal value val(h) from the (M,N)-expansion of h will not cancel
in the (M,N)-expansion of fg. Moreover, all other terms in the (M,N)-expansion
of fg will be of value greater than or equal to val(h). Thus νM,N(fg) = val(h) =
νM,N(f) + νM,N(g). 
Corollary 6.14. If f, g ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0} then ν(fg) = ν(f) + ν(g).
Proof. Let M,N ∈ Z>0 be such that ν(f) = νM,N(f), ν(g) = νM,N(g), ν(fg) =
νM,N(fig) and M > m¯N−1. Then the statement follows from Corollary 6.13. 
We now extend ν to k(x, y, z)\{0}. If f ∈ k(x, y, z)\{0} and f1, f2 ∈ k[x, y, z]\{0}
are such that f = f1/f2 then ν(f) = ν(f1)− ν(f2). Due to Corollary 6.14 ν(f) does
not depend on representation f = f1/f2. Thus ν is well defined on k(x, y, z) \ {0}.
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Moreover, if f, g ∈ k(x, y, z) \ {0} then ν(f + g) ≥ min(ν(f), ν(g)) and ν(fg) =
ν(f)ν(g). Thus ν is a valuation on k(x, y, z).
Lemma 6.15. Suppose that f ∈ k[x, y, z](x,y,z) is not equal to 0. Then ν(f) ≥ 0 and
ν(f) > 0 if and only if f lies in the maximal ideal of k[x, y, z](x,y,z).
Proof. Assume that f ∈ k[x, y, z] then f = e1f1 + e2f2 + · · ·+ enfn, where for each i
we have fi = x
aiybizci is a monomial in x, y, z; ei ∈ k \ {0} and (ai, bi, ci) 6= (aj, bj , cj)
if i 6= j. Then ν(f) ≥ min(ν(eifi)) = min(val(eifi)) = min(aiβ0 + biβ1+ ciγ¯i) ≥ 0. In
particular, if f ∈ (x, y, z)k[x, y, z] then ai+ bi+ ci > 0 for all i and ν(f) > 0. Finally,
if f /∈ (x, y, z)k[x, y, z] then ai = bi = ci = 0 for some i and since ν(f − eifi) > 0 we
have ν(f) = min(ν(eifi), ν(f − eifi)) = 0. 
As a consequence of Lemma 6.15 we get that ν : k(x, y, z) → Q is a valuation
on k(x, y, z) dominating k[x, y, z](x,y,z) with ν(Pi) = βi and ν(Qi) = γ¯i for all i. If
ν ′ : k(x, y, z)→ Q is another valuation dominating k[x, y, z](x,y,z) such that ν
′(Pi) = βi
and ν ′(Qi) = γ¯i for all i then we check that ν
′(f) = ν(f) for any f ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0}.
To this end we fix f ∈ k[x, y, z] \ {0}, consider its representation (6.6)
xKf =
∑
0≤ai<qi
0≤cj<s¯j
fAC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j .
and evaluate ν ′ of every term on the right. Since ν ′ dominates k[x, y, z](x,y,z) we have
ν ′(a) = 0 for all a ∈ k \{0} and ν ′(fAC(x)) = ord(fAC)β0 provided fAC(x) 6= 0. Thus,
if fAC(x) 6= 0 then
ν ′(fAC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j ) = ord(fAC)β0 +
M∑
j=1
ajβj +
N∑
j=1
cj γ¯j
= val(fAC(x)
M∏
i=1
P aii
N∏
j=1
Q
cj
j ),
By Corollary 3.2 there exist a unique term AC ′ = (a′1, . . . , a
′
M , c
′
1, . . . , c
′
N) such that
ord(f ′AC)β0 +
M∑
j=1
a′jβj +
N∑
j=1
c′jγ¯j =
min{ord(fAC)β0 +
M∑
j=1
ajβj +
N∑
j=1
cjγ¯j | fAC(x) 6= 0}.
Thus ν ′(f) = −Kβ0 + ν
′(fAC′(x)
∏M
i=1 P
a′i
i
∏N
j=1Q
c′j
j ) = ν(f). This completes the
proof of Theorem 5.1.
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7. main example
In this section we provide an example of valuation centered in k[x, y, z](x,y,z). We
use defining polynomials to construct a valuation and then work with the sequence
of jumping polynomials to describe its value semigroup. In this example only one
member of the sequence {r¯i,0}i≥0 is greater than 0.
Example 7.1. Let β0 = 1, β1 = 1
1
2
, β2 = 3
1
4
, β3 = 6
5
8
, . . . and γ¯1 = 2
1
4
, γ¯2 = 4
1
3
,
γ¯3 = 13
1
9
, γ¯4 = 39
10
27
. . . , where βi = 2βi−1+
1
2i
and γ¯i+1 = 3γ¯i+
1
3i
for all i > 1. Then
for all i ≥ 1 in notation of section 5 we have
Gi =
1
2i
Z and H¯i+1 =
1
4 · 3i
Z, while G0 = Z and H¯1 =
9
4
Z.
So qi = 2 for all i > 0 and s¯1 = 1, m¯1 = 2, and s¯i = 3, m¯i = 2 for all i > 1. Since
γ¯1 = −β0+β2 we have r¯1,0 = 1. Also notice that 2β1 = 3β0 and 2βi = 5 ·2
i−2β0+βi−1
for all i > 1, and 3γ¯2 = 13β0 and 3γ¯i = 35 · 3
i−3β0 + γ¯i−1 for all i > 2. In particular,
this shows r¯i,0 = 0 for all i ≥ 2.
Let λi = µ¯i = 1 for all i > 0. Since the inequalities βi+1 > qiβi and γ¯i+1 >
r¯i,0β0 + s¯iγ¯i are satisfied for all i > 0 the set of polynomials {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Qi}i>0 as
constructed in section 5 defines a valuation ν on k(x, y, z).
We have P0 = x, P1 = y, P2 = y
2 − x3 and Q1 = z, Q2 = xz − P2, Q3 = Q
3
2 − x
13.
The recursive formulas for Pi and Qi+1 when i > 2 are
Pi = P
2
i−1 − x
5·2i−3Pi−2
Qi+1 = Q
3
i − x
35·3i−3Qi−1.
We will construct several first members of the subsequence {Ti}i>0 of jumping
polynomials to understand the pattern for nonredundant jumping polynomials. We
use (M,N)-expansions to find the required values and residues.
Since T1 = z we get γ1 = 2
1
4
, s1 = 1,m1 = 2, D1 = {(1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 2), (0, 0, 1, 1)}
and δ1 = 3. Since xT1 = P2 +Q2 we have
T 21 = x
3P1 + x
−2(P3 + 2P2Q2 +Q
2
2), P2T1 = x
4P1 + x
−1(P3 + P2Q2).
Thus the immediate successors of T1 are
T2 = xT1 − P2 = Q2, γ2 = ν(T2) = 4
1
3
T3 = T
2
1 − x
3P1 = x
−2(P3 + 2P2Q2 +Q
2
2), γ3 = ν(T3) = 4
5
8
T4 = P2T1 − x
4P1 = x
−1(P3 + P2Q2), γ4 = ν(T4) = 5
5
8
We notice that γ4 is a dependent value. Moreover, T4 = xT3 − T1T2. From further
computations it will follow that xT3 and T1T2 are both irreducible with respect to T ,
and therefore, T4 is redundant by Lemma 4.12.
Consider T2 and γ2 = 4
1
3
. We have s2 = 3, m2 = 2, r2,0 = 0, D2 = {(0, 0, 0, 0, 3)}
and δ2 = 1. The only immediate successor of T2 is
T5 = T
3
2 − x
13 = Q3, γ5 = ν(T5) = 13
1
9
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Consider T3 and γ3 = 4
5
8
. We have s3 = 1, m3 = 3, r3,0 = 2, δ3 = 4 and D3 =
{(2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1)}. Since x2T3 =
P3 + 2P2Q2 +Q
2
2 we get
T 23 = x
6P2 + x
−4(P4 + 4P2P3Q2 + hvt), P3T3 = x
8P2 + x
−2(P4 + 2P2P3Q2 + hvt).
Also
xP2T3 = x
−1(P2P3 + 2x
5P1Q2 + 2P3Q2 + hvt) and P3T1 = x
−1(P2P3 + P3Q2).
Thus the immediate successors of T3 are
T6 = x
2T3 − P3 = 2P2Q2 +Q
2
2, γ6 = ν(T6) = 7
7
12
T7 = xP2T3 − P3T1 = 2x
4P1Q2 + x
−1(P3Q2 + hvt), γ7 = ν(T7) = 9
1
4
T8 = T
2
3 − x
6P2 = x
−4(P4 + 4P2P3Q2 + hvt), γ8 = ν(T8) = 9
5
16
T9 = P3T3 − x
8P2 = x
−2(P4 + 2P2P3Q2 + hvt), γ9 = ν(T9) = 10
5
16
We notice that γ6, γ7, γ9 are dependent values. Moreover, T6, T7, T9 are redundant
jumping polynomials since T6 = 2P2T2 + T
2
2 , T7 = 2x
4P1T2 + xT2T3 − T1T
2
2 and
T9 = x
2T8 − 2P2T2T3 − T
2
2 T3.
It appears that the following sequence of polynomials {Ri}i>0 is of interest: R1 =
T2 = Q1, R2 = R
2
1 − x
3P1 and Ri = R
2
i−1 − x
3·2i−2Pi−1 for all i > 2.
Conjecture 7.2. Suppose that j ∈ Z≥0 is such that Tj is a nonredundant jumping
polynomial. Then there exists i ∈ Z≥0 such that Tj = Qi or Tj = Ri.
We will not provide a proof for the conjecture due to its length and technicality.
Instead we will notice the following implication of the conjecture: the value semigroup
ν(k[x, y, z](x,y,z)) is generated by the set of values {ν(Pi)}i≥0∪{ν(Qi)}i≥1∪{ν(Ri)}i≥1.
This weaker statement will be the main statement of Example 7.1. To prove it we
develop some terminology and look at the properties of the sequence {Ri}i≥1.
We say that f ∈ k(x, y, z) is an admissible monomial in (Pm, Qn) if f can be
written as λ
∏m
i=0 P
ai
i
∏n
j=2Q
bj
j , where λ ∈ k, a0 ∈ Z≥0, ai ∈ {0, 1} for all i ≥ 1 and
bj ∈ {0, 1, 2} for all j ≥ 2. Denote the set of all admissible monomials in (Pm, Qn)
by Mon(Pm, Qn). We say that f ∈ k(x, y, z) is an admissible monomial in (Pm, Q) if
there exists n such that f ∈Mon(Pm, Qn). Denote the set of all admissible monomials
in (Pm, Q) by Mon(Pm, Q).
We say that f ∈ k(x, y, z) is an admissible monomial in (Qn, Rm) if f can be
written as λxayb
∏n
j=2Q
bj
j
∏m
i=1R
ci
i , where λ ∈ k, a ∈ Z≥0, bj ∈ {0, 1, 2} for all
j ≥ 2 and b, ci ∈ {0, 1} for all i ≥ 1. Denote the set of all admissible monomials in
(Qn, Rm) by Mon(Qn, Rm). We say that f ∈ k(x, y, z) is an admissible monomial
in (Q,Rm) if there exists n such that f ∈ Mon(Qn, Rm). Denote the set of all
admissible monomials in (Q,Rm) by Mon(Q,Rm). Finally, we say that f ∈ k(x, y, z)
is an admissible monomial in (Q,R) if there exists m such that f ∈ Mon(Q,Rm).
Denote the set of all admissible monomials in (Q,R) by Mon(Q,R).
We say that f ∈ k(x, y, z) is an admissible polynomial in (Pm, Qn) (or (Pm, Q), or
(Qn, Rm), or (Q,Rm), or (Q,R)) if f can be written as a sum of admissible monomials
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in (Pm, Qn) (or (Pm, Q), or (Qn, Rm), or (Q,Rm), or (Q,R), respectively). Denote the
set of all admissible polynomials in (Pm, Qn) (or (Pm, Q), or (Qn, Rm), or (Q,Rm),
or (Q,R)) by Poly(Pm, Qn) (or Poly(Pm, Q), or Poly(Qn, Rm), or Poly(Q,Rm), or
Poly(Q,R), respectively).
Lemma 7.3. Suppose that f, g ∈ Poly(Pm, Q1) then fg ∈ Poly(Pm+1, Q1).
Proof. We notice that if f, g ∈ Poly(Pm, Q1) then f, g ∈ k[x, y] and degy f < 2
m,
degy g < 2
m. Thus (fg) ∈ k[x, y] and degy(fg) < 2
m+1. Then the statement follows
from Lemma 6.7. 
Lemma 7.4. Suppose that n ≥ 2 and f, g ∈ Mon(P0, Qn) then fg = h1 + h2Qn+1
where h1, h2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn).
Proof. We use induction on n. If n = 2 then f = λxaQb2 and g = µx
rQt2, where
a, r ∈ Z≥0 and b, t ∈ {0, 1, 2}. If b+ t < 3 then fg = λµx
a+rQb+t2 ∈ Mon(P0, Q2). If
b+ t ≥ 3 then write Qb+t2 = (x
13 +Q3)Q
b+t−3
2 to get
fg = λµxa+r+13Qb+t−32 + λµx
a+rQb+t−32 Q3 = h1 + h2Q3,
where h1, h2 ∈Mon(P0, Q2).
Assume n > 2 then f = f ′Qbn and g = g
′Qtn, where f
′, g′ ∈ Mon(P0, Qn−1)
and b, t ∈ {0, 1, 2}. By the inductive hypothesis we have f ′g′ = h′1 + h
′
2Qn, where
h′1, h
′
2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn−1). If b + t < 2 then fg = h
′
1Q
b+t
n + h
′
2Q
b+t+1
n ∈ Poly(P0, Qn).
We write Q3n = x
35·3n−3Qn−1+Qn+1 to get the required representation when b+ t ≥ 2.
Assume first that b + t = 2 then fg = h′1Q
2
n + h
′
2(x
35·3n−3Qn−1) + h
′
2Qn+1. Let
e ∈ Mon(P0, Qn−1) be an admissible monomial in the representation of h
′
2. By the
inductive hypothesis we have
e(x35·3
n−3
Qn−1) = e1 + e2Qn,
where e1, e2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn−1). This shows that h
′
2(x
35·3n−3Qn−1) = h¯1 + h¯2Qn for
some h¯1, h¯2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn−1). Thus
fg = h¯1 + h¯2Qn + h
′
1Q
2
n + h
′
2Qn+1 = h1 + h2Qn+1,
where h1, h2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn).
Assume now that b+ t ≥ 3 then
fg = (h′1 + h
′
2Qn)x
35·3n−3Qn−1Q
b+t−3
n + (h
′
1Q
b+t−3
n + h
′
2Q
b+t−2
n )Qn+1.
Notice that b+ t− 2 ≤ 2. Thus, if h¯ = h′1Q
b+t−3
n + h
′
2Q
b+t−2
n then h¯ ∈ Poly(P0, Qn).
Also if e ∈Mon(P0, Qn) is an admissible monomial in the expansion of h
′
1+h
′
2Qn then
e = e′Qan, where e
′ ∈ Mon(P0, Qn−1) and a ∈ {0, 1}. So, the product of monomials
e′Qanx
35·3n−3Qn−1Q
b+t−3
n satisfies the condition b+t−3+a ≤ 2. Thus by the argument
above we have
ex35·3
n−3
Qn−1Q
b+t−3
n = e1 + e2Qn+1,
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where e1, e2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn). This shows that
(h′1 + h
′
2Qn)x
35·3n−3Qn−1Q
b+t−3
n = h¯1 + h¯2Qn+1
for some h¯1, h¯2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn). Thus, fg = h¯1 + (h¯2 + h¯)Qn+1is the required repre-
sentation. 
Corollary 7.5. If f, g ∈Mon(Pm, Qn) then fg ∈ Poly(Pm+1, Qn+1).
If f, g ∈ Poly(Pm, Qn) then fg ∈ Poly(Pm+1, Qn+1).
If f, g ∈ Poly(Pm, Q) then fg ∈ Poly(Pm+1, Q).
If h1, h2, . . . , hk ∈ Poly(P0, Q) then h1h2 · · ·hk ∈ Poly(P0, Q).
Proof. Only the first statement is nontrivial. We notice that if f, g ∈ Mon(Pm, Qn)
there exist f1, g1 ∈ Mon(Pm, Q1) and f2, g2 ∈ Mon(P0, Qn) such that f = f1f2 and
g = g1g2. Then f1g1 ∈ Poly(Pm+1, Q1) by Lemma 7.3 and f2g2 ∈ Poly(P0, Qn+1) by
Lemma 7.4. Let e1 ∈Mon(Pm+1, Q1) be an admissible monomial in the expansion of
f1g1 and e2 ∈Mon(P0, Qn+1) be an admissible monomial in the expansion of f2g2 then
e1e2 ∈Mon(Pm+1, Qn+1). This shows that fg = f1g1f2g2 ∈ Poly(Pm+1, Qn+1). 
In the proof of the next statement the following property of the sequence {βi}i≥0
is used: if i ≥ 2 then βi+1 =
∑i
j=2 βj+β2+(1/4−1/2
i+1). Indeed, β3 = β2+β2+1/8
and for i > 2 we have βi+1 = 2βi+1/2
i+1 = βi+
∑i−1
j=2 βj+β2+(1/4−1/2
i)+1/2i+1 =∑i
j=2 βj + β2 + (1/4− 1/2
i+1). In particular, βi+1 <
∑i
j=2 βj + 3
1
2
for all i ≥ 2.
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that i ≥ 1 then x2
i−1
Ri = Pi+1 + 2
i−1Q2
∏i
j=2 Pj + hi, where
hi ∈ Poly(Pi, Qi) and ν(hi) > ν(Q2
∏i
j=2 Pj) > ν(Pi+1).
In particular, x2
i−1
Ri = Pi+1 + ri, where ri ∈ Poly(Pi, Q) and ν(ri) > βi+1, and
ν(Ri) = βi+1 − 2
i−1β0.
Proof. We use induction on i. If i = 1 then, indeed, xRi = P2+Q2 and ν(Q2) > ν(P2).
Assume that i > 1 and the statement is true for i− 1 then
x2
i−1
Ri = x
2i−1(R2i−1 − x
3·2i−2Pi−1) = (Pi + 2
i−2Q2
i−1∏
j=2
Pj + hi−1)
2 − x5·2
i−2
Pi−1
= (P 2i − x
5·2i−2Pi−1) + 2
i−1Q2
i∏
j=2
Pj + hi = Pi+1 + 2
i−1Q2
i∏
j=2
Pj + hi,
where hi = 2
2i−4Q22
∏i−1
j=2 P
2
j + 2hi−1Pi + 2
i−1hi−1Q2
∏i−1
j=2 Pj + h
2
i−1.
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Observe that ν(Q2
∏i
j=2 Pj) =
∑i
j=2 βj+4
1
3
>
∑i
j=2 βj+3
1
2
> ν(Pi+1). Also, since
ν(h2i−1) > ν(hi−1Q2
i−1∏
j=2
Pj) > ν(hi−1Pi) > ν(Q2
i−1∏
j=2
PjPi)
and ν(Q22
i−1∏
j=2
P 2j ) > ν(Q2
i−1∏
j=2
PjPi)
we have ν(hi) > ν(Q2
∏i
j=2 Pj). We notice that hi−1Pi ∈ Poly(Pi, Qi−1) since
the product of every admissible monomial in the representation of hi−1 and Pi is
an admissible monomial in (Pi, Qi−1). Finally, h
2
i−1, hi−1Q2
∏i−1
j=2 Pj, Q
2
2
∏i−1
j=2 P
2
j ∈
Poly(Pi, Qi) by Corollary 7.5. Thus hi ∈ Poly(Pi, Qi). 
The next corollary is a restatement of Corollary 3.2. To align current notation
with notation of section 3 we set β ′0 = β0, β
′
1 = β1 and β
′
i = γ¯i for all i ≥ 2. Also set
γ′i = ν(Ri) for all i ≥ 1. Then q
′
1 = 2 and q
′
i = 3 for all i ≥ 2 and s
′
i = 2 for all i ≥ 1.
We notice that xa0ya1
∏n
j=2Q
aj
j
∏m
j=1R
cj
j is an admissible monomial in (Q,R) if and
only if (a0, . . . , an, c1, . . . , cm) satisfies the conditions Corollary 3.2.
Corollary 7.7. Suppose that f, g ∈ Mon(Q,R). Let f = xa0ya1
∏n
j=2Q
aj
j
∏m
j=1R
cj
j
and g = xb0yb1
∏n
j=2Q
bj
j
∏m
j=1R
dj
j . If (a0, . . . , an, c1, . . . , cm) 6= (b0, . . . , bn, d1, . . . , bm)
then ν(f) 6= ν(g).
It now follows that for f ∈ Poly(Q,R) to find ν(f) it is enough to find the minimum
of values of admissible monomials in the expansion of f . Our next goal is to show that
if f ∈ k[x, y, z] then f ∈ Poly(Q,R) and to claim that ν(f) belongs to the semigroup
generated by {ν(x), ν(y)} ∪ {ν(Qi)}i≥2 ∪ {ν(Ri)}i≥1.
Lemma 7.8. Suppose that f, g ∈ Poly(Q,Rm) and h ∈ Poly(Pm+1, Q). Then fg ∈
Poly(Q,Rm+1) and h ∈ Poly(Q,Rm).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statement under the assumption that f, g and
h are admissible monomials. We use induction on m. If m = 0 then f = ybf ′
and g = yvg′, where f ′, g′ ∈ Mon(P0, Q) and b, v ∈ {0, 1}. If b + v ≤ 1 then
fg = yb+v(f ′g′) ∈ Poly(Q,R0), since f
′g′ ∈ Poly(P0, Q) by Corollary 7.5. If b+v = 2
then
fg = (x3 + P2)f
′g′ = (x3 −Q2)f
′g′ + xf ′g′R1.
By Corollary 7.5 we have (x3−Q2)f
′g′, xf ′g′ ∈ Poly(P0, Q) and therefore xf
′g′R1, fg ∈
Poly(Q,R1). Also the statement for h holds since Poly(P1, Q) = Poly(Q,R0).
Assume that m ≥ 1. Then f = f ′Rcm and g = g
′Rwm, where f
′, g′ ∈Mon(Q,Rm−1)
and c, w ∈ {0, 1}. By the inductive hypothesis we have f ′g′ ∈ Poly(Q,Rm). Let
e = e′Ram, where e
′ ∈ Mon(Q,Rm−1) and a ∈ {0, 1}, be one of the admissible
monomials in the expansion of f ′g′.
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If a+ c+ w ≤ 1 then eRc+wm ∈Mon(Q,Rm). If a + c+ w = 2 then
eRc+wm = e
′(x3·2
m−1
Pm +Rm+1) = x
3·2m−1e′Pm + e
′Rm+1.
We have Pm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm−1) by the inductive hypothesis, x
3·2m−1e′ ∈Mon(Q,Rm−1)
and e′Rm+1 ∈ Mon(Q,Rm+1). Applying the inductive hypothesis to the product of
Pm and x
3·2m−1e′ we get x3·2
m−1
e′Pm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm). Thus eR
c+w
m ∈ Poly(Q,Rm+1).
If a+ c+ w = 3 then
eRc+wm = e
′Rm(x
3·2m−1Pm +Rm+1) = x
3·2m−1e′PmRm + e
′RmRm+1
We have x3·2
m−1
e′Pm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm) by the above argument, and e
′RmRm+1 ∈
Mon(Q,Rm+1). Let d = d
′Rbm, where d
′ ∈ Mon(Q,Rm−1) and b ∈ {0, 1}, be one of
the admissible monomials in the expansion of x3·2
m−1
e′Pm. Then the product dRm =
d′RbmRm satisfies the condition that b + 1 ≤ 2 and therefore, dRm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm+1)
as shown above. This shows that x3·2
m−1
e′PmRm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm+1) and therefore,
eRc+wm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm+1). Thus fg ∈ Poly(Q,Rm+1).
We now show that h ∈ Poly(Q,Rm). If h ∈Mon(Pm, Q) then h ∈ Poly(Q,Rm−1)
by the inductive hypothesis. Assume that h /∈ Mon(Pm, Q), then h = h
′Pm+1, where
h′ ∈Mon(Pm, Q). Applying Lemma 7.8 and the inductive hypothesis we get
h = x2
m−1
h′Rm − h
′rm,
where h′, rm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm−1) and x
2m−1h′Rm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm). Finally,by the induc-
tive hypothesis h′rm ∈ Poly(Q,Rm) and, therefore, h ∈ Poly(Q,Rm). 
The following statement follows at once from Lemma 7.8
Corollary 7.9. If f1, f2, . . . fk ∈ Poly(Q,R) then f1f2 · · · fk ∈ Poly(Q,R).
We can now completely describe the value semigroup of ν.
Theorem 7.10. ν(k[x, y, z](x,y,z)) is a semigroup generated by {1, 1
1
2
, 21
4
, 45
8
, . . . } ∪
{41
3
, 131
9
, 3910
29
, . . . }.
Proof. Let S be the semigroup generated by the set in the statement of the theorem.
It suffices to show that ν(f) ∈ S for every f ∈ k[x, y, z]. We write f = f1 + · · ·+ fl,
where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l we have fi = λix
aiybizci with λi ∈ k and ai, bi, ci ∈ Z≥0.
Since fi = (λix
aiy)(y) . . . (y)(R1) . . . (R1) by Corollary 7.9 we have fi ∈ Poly(Q,R).
Therefore, f ∈ Poly(Q,R). Thus, by Corollary 7.7 ν(f) ∈ S. 
8. More examples of semigroups of valuations centered in a
3-dimensional regular local ring
In this section we construct two more examples of valuations centered in k[x, y, z](x,y,z).
We use defining polynomials to construct a valuation on k(x, y, z) and then consider
a sequence of jumping polynomials to understand its value semigroup. In the first
example the set {r¯i,0|r¯i,0 > 0} is empty and generators of the value semigroup are
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the values of defining polynomials. In the second example the set {r¯i,0|r¯i,0 > 0}
has two elements. We observe that already in the case of just two r¯i,0 greater than
zero the pattern for the sequence of generators of the value semigroup becomes quite
complicated.
Example 8.1. Let {βi}i≥0 and {β
′
i}i≥0 be sequences of positive rational numbers
such that β0 = β
′
0. Using notation of section 4 for all i ≥ 0 we set
Si =
i∑
j=0
βjZ≥0, Gi =
i∑
j=0
βjZ, qi = min{q ∈ Z>0|qβi ∈ Gi−1}
S ′i =
i∑
j=0
β ′jZ≥0, G
′
i =
i∑
j=0
β ′jZ, q
′
i = min{q ∈ Z>0|qβ
′
i ∈ G
′
i−1}
We assume that gcd(qi, q
′
j) = 1 for all i, j > 0 and require βi+1 > qiβi and β
′
i+1 > q
′
iβ
′
i
for all i > 0. We also assume that infinitely many qi and q
′
i are greater than 1.
To construct a defining sequence of polynomials, for all i > 0 we set γ¯i = β
′
i and
fix λi, µ¯i ∈ k \ {0}. Then for all i > 0 we have
H¯i +G = (
∞∏
j=1
1
qj
i∏
j=1
1
q′j
)β0Z and H¯i +G0 = (
i∏
j=1
1
q′j
)β0Z.
Thus s¯i = q
′
i and m¯i = 0 for all i > 0. By Corollary 3.3 applied to s¯iγ¯i = q
′
iβ
′
i, an
element of (G0 + H¯i−1) = G
′
i−1, we get ai > 0 and n¯i,0 = ai, r¯i,0 = 0 for all i > 0. We
notice that s¯iγ¯i ∈ (S0 + U¯i−1) for all i > 0. Also, the inequality γ¯i+1 > r¯i,0β0 + s¯iγ¯i
holds for all i > 0. Therefore, the set of polynomials {Pi}i≥0∪{Qi}i>0 as constructed
in section 5 defines a valuation ν on k(x, y, z).
We claim that in this case the sequence of jumping polynomials {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Ti}i>0
for ν as defined in section 2 coinsides with the sequence of defining polynomials
{Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Qi}i>0. We use induction on i to show that Ti = Qi, δi−1 = 1, mi−1 = 0
and Ti = P ∪ {Q
q′j
j }
i−1
j=1 for all i > 0. If i = 1 the statetemnt holds.
Assume that i > 0 and Tj = Qj , δj−1 = 1, mj−1 = 0 and Tj = P ∪ {Q
q′e
j }
j−1
e=1
for all 0 < j ≤ i. Then γj = γ¯j for all 0 < j ≤ i and Hi−1 = H¯i−1, Ui−1 = U¯i−1.
Thus we have si = s¯i, mi = m¯i = 0 and siγi ∈ (S0 + Ui−1). This implies δi = 1,
Di = {(0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)}={d¯} and Ti+1 = Ti ∪ {Q
q′i
i } = P ∪ {Q
q′j
j }
i
j=1. Also, the only
immediate successor of Ti is Ti+1 since
∑i
j=0 δj = i+ 1.
Finally, to show that Ti+1 = Qi+1 we notice that if n¯i,0, l¯i,1, . . . , l¯i,i−1 are as defined
in the construction of Qi+1 then siγi = n¯i,0β0 +
∑i−1
j=1 l¯i,jγj and P
n¯i,0
0
∏i−1
j=1 T
l¯i,j
j is
irreducible with respect to Ti since l¯i,j < q
′
j for all j ≤ i − 1. Then by uniqueness
of such a representation (Proposition 4.3) we have nd¯,0 = n¯i,0 and ld¯,j = l¯i,j for all
j ≤ i−1. Then T sii /(P
nd¯,0
0
∏i−1
j=1 T
ld¯,j
j ) = Q
s¯i
i /(P
n¯i,0
0
∏i−1
j=1Q
l¯i,j
j ) and therefore, µd¯ = µ¯i.
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Thus
Ti+1 = T
si
i − µd¯P
nd¯,0
0
i−1∏
j=1
T
ld¯,j
j = Q
s¯i
i − µ¯iP
n¯i,0
0
i−1∏
j=1
Q
l¯i,j
j = Qi+1.
In this example {βi}i≥0 ∪ {β
′
i}i>0 is a set of generators for the value semigroup
ν(k[x, y, z](x,y,z)). It is also a minimal set of generators if qi > 1 and q
′
i > 1 for all
i > 0.
An example of this kind with qi = 2 and q
′
i = 3 for all i > 0 has been considered
in [2]. Also, the sequence {βi}i>0 ∪ {γ¯i}i>0 of example 8.1 satisfies the positivity
condition of [13].
Example 8.2. Let β0 = 1, β1 = 1
1
2
, β2 = 3
1
4
, β3 = 6
5
8
, . . . and γ¯1 = 2
1
4
, γ¯2 = 3
5
8
,
γ¯3 = 7
1
3
, γ¯4 = 22
1
9
, . . . , where βi = 2βi−1+
1
2i
and γ¯i+1 = 3γ¯i+
1
3i−1
for all i > 2. Then
for all i > 0 in notation of section 5 we have
G0 = Z, Gi =
1
2i
Z and H¯1 =
9
4
Z, H¯2 =
1
8
Z, H¯i+2 =
1
8 · 3i
Z
So qi = 2 for all i > 0 and s¯1 = 1, m¯1 = 2, s¯2 = 1, m¯2 = 3 and s¯i = 3, m¯i = 3
for all i > 2. Notice that γ¯1 = −β0 + β2 and γ¯2 = −3β0 + β3, so that r¯1,0 = 1 and
r¯2,0 = 3. Also, 2β1 = 3β0 and 2βi = 5 · 2
i−2β0+ βi−1 for all i > 1, and 3γ¯3 = 22β0 and
3γ¯i = 59 · 3
i−4β0 + γ¯i−1 for all i > 3. In particular, this shows r¯i,0 = 0 for all i ≥ 3.
Let λi = µ¯i = 1 for all i > 0. Since the inequalities βi+1 > qiβi and γ¯i+1 >
r¯i,0β0 + s¯iγ¯i are satisfied for all i > 0 the set of polynomials {Pi}i≥0 ∪ {Qi}i>0 as
constructed in section 5 defines a valuation ν on k(x, y, z).
We have P0 = x, P1 = y, P2 = y
2 − x3, P3 = P
2
2 − x
5y and Q1 = z, Q2 = xz − P2,
Q3 = x
3Q2 − P3, Q4 = Q
3
3 − x
22. The recursive formulas for Pi and Qi+1 when i > 3
are
Pi = P
2
i−1 − x
5·2i−3Pi−2
Qi+1 = Q
3
i − x
59·3i−4Qi−1.
We will directly compute several first members of the subsequence {Ti}i>0 of jump-
ing polynomials and identify the value semigroup generators with values less than 9.
We use (M,N)-expansions to find the required values and residues.
Since T1 = z we get γ1 = 2
1
4
, s1 = 1,m1 = 2, D1 = {(1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 2), (0, 0, 1, 1)}
and δ1 = 3. Since xT1 = P2 +Q2 we have
T 21 = x
3P1 + x
−2(P3 + 2P2Q2 +Q
2
2), P2T1 = x
4P1 + x
−1(P3 + P2Q2).
Thus the immediate successors of T1 are
T2 = xT1 − P2 = Q2, γ2 = 3
5
8
T3 = T
2
1 − x
3P1 = x
−2(P3 + 2P2Q2 +Q
2
2), γ3 = 4
5
8
T4 = P2T1 − x
4P1 = x
−1(P3 + P2Q2), γ4 = 5
5
8
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Consider T2 and γ2 = 3
5
8
. We have s2 = 1, m2 = 3, r2,0 = 3, D2 = {(3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1),
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2), (2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)} and δ2 = 4. Since x
3T2 = P3 + Q3 we
get
T 22 = x
4P2 + x
−6(P4 + 2P3Q3 +Q
2
3), P3T2 = x
7P2 + x
−3(P4 + P3Q3).
Also
x2P2T2 = x
−1(P2P3 + P2Q3) and P3T1 = x
−1(P2P3 + P3Q2).
Thus the immediate successors of T2 are
T5 = x
3T2 − P3 = Q3, γ5 = 7
1
3
T6 = T
2
2 − x
4P2 = x
−6(P4 + 2P3Q3 +Q
2
3), γ6 = 7
5
16
T7 = x
2P2T2 − P3T1 = x
−1(−P3Q2 + P2Q3), γ7 = 9
1
4
T8 = P3T2 − x
7P2 = x
−3(P4 + P3Q3), γ8 = 10
5
16
It is helpful to notice that since P3 = x
3T2 − T5 we can also write T8 = x
3T6 − T2T5.
From further computations it will follow that x3T6 and T2T5 are both irreducible
with respect to T , and therefore, T8 is redundant by Lemma 4.12. Also, the only
successors of T8 are Tk1 = −T2T5 and Tk2 = 0, where k1 =
∑8
j=0 δj and k2 =
∑k1
j=0 δj .
A similar argument applies to T7. Since P2 = xT1 − T2 and T
2
2 = x
4P2 + T6 we write
T7 = −x
6P2 − x
2T6 + T1T5 to see that T7 is redundant.
Consider T3 and γ3 = 4
5
8
. We have s3 = 1, m3 = 3, D3 = {(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1))}
and δ3 = 1. Since x
2T3 = P3 + 2P2Q2 + Q
2
2 and x
3T2 = P3 + Q3 the only immediate
successor of T3 is
T9 = T3 − xT2 = x
−2(2P2Q2 +Q
2
2 −Q3), γ9 = 4
7
8
Continuing in this manner we find
T10 = T4 − x
2T2 = x
−1(P2Q2 −Q3), γ10 = 5
7
8
T11 = T
3
5 − x
22 = Q4, γ11 = 22
1
9
T12 = x
6T6 − P4 = 2P3T5 + T
2
5 , γ12 = 13
23
24
T13 = T
2
6 − x
8P3 = x
−12(P5 + hvt), γ13 = 14
21
32
T14 = x
5P2T6 − P4T1 = −x
2P3T6 + 2P3T1T5 − x
2T5T6 + T1T
2
5 , γ14 = 15
15
16
T15 = x
3P3T6 − P4T2 = 2x
7P2T5 + x
3T5T6 − T2T
2
5 , γ15 = 17
7
12
T16 = P4T6 − x
14P3 = x
6T13 − 2P3T5T6 + T
2
5 T6, γ16 = 13
23
24
T17 = T7 + x
6P2 = −x
2T6 + T1T5, γ17 = 9
5
16
T18 = T8 − x
3T6 = −T2T5, γ18 = 10
23
24
In particular, we see that T12, T14, . . . , T18 are redundant and T11, T13 are of value
greater than 9. It follows that the value semigroup generators of value less than
9 may only appear among values of the successors of T9 and T10. Moreover, only
jumping polynomials of value less than 9 may be used to construct such successors
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of T9 and T10. From now on we will only keep track of successors of T9 and T10 with
values less than 9.
Immediate successors of T9 of value less than 9 may only have initial terms xT9,
T1T9, P2T9 or T2T9, since all other immediate successors of T9 will have initial terms
of value greater than 9. T10 has only one immediate successor as γ10 is a dependent
value.
T9:1 = xT9 − 2T1T2 = −x
−1(Q22 +Q3), γ9:1 = 6
1
4
T9:2 = T1T9 − 2x
2P1T2 = x
−3(2P3Q2 + 3P2Q
2
2 − P2Q3 +Q
3
2 −Q2Q3), γ9:2 = 7
1
4
T9:3 = P2T9 − 2P1P3 = x
−2(2P3Q2 + P2Q
2
2 − P2Q3 + 2x
2P1Q3), γ9:3 = 8
1
4
T9:4 = T2T9 − 2x
7P1 = x
−2(2P2T6 + 2x
4P3 +Q
3
2 −Q2Q3), γ9:4 = 8
9
16
T10:1 = T10 − T1T2 = −x
−1(Q22 +Q3), γ10:1 = 6
1
4
Since γ9:4 is an independent value all immediate successors of T9:4 will have initial
terms of value greater than 9. The immediate successors of T9:1, T9:2, T9:3, T10:1 are
T9:1:1 = T9:1 + x
3P2 = −x
−1(T6 +Q3), γ9:1:1 = 6
5
16
T9:2:1 = T9:2 − 2x
4P2 = 2T6 + x
−3(3P2Q
2
2 − P2Q3 +Q
3
2 − 3Q2Q3), γ9:2:1 = 7
5
16
T9:3:1 = T9:3 − 2x
5P2 = 2xT6 + x
−2(P2Q
2
2 − P2Q3 + 2x
2P1Q3 − 2Q2Q3), γ9:3:1 = 8
5
16
T10:1:1 = T10:1 + x
3P2 = T9:1:1, (redundant) γ10:1:1 = 6
5
16
Immediate successors of T9:1:1 of value less than 9 may only have initial terms
xT9:1:1 or T1T9:1:1, while T9:2:1, T9:3:1 and T10:1:1 each have one immediate successor.
T9:1:1:1 = xT9:1:1 + T6 = −T5, (redundant) γ9:1:1:1 = 7
1
3
T9:1:1:2 = T1T9:1:1 +
1
2
T9:4 = x
−2(−P2Q3 + x
4P3 + x
4P2Q2 −
1
2
Q32 −
3
2
Q2Q3), γ9:1:1:2 = 8
7
12
T9:2:1:1 = T9:2:1 − 2T6 = x
−3(3P2Q
2
2 − P2Q3 +Q
3
2 − 3Q2Q3), γ9:2:1:1 = 7
1
2
T9:3:1:1 = T9:3:1 − 2xT6 = x
−2(P2Q
2
2 − P2Q3 + 2x
2P1Q3 − 2Q2Q3), γ9:3:1:1 = 8
1
2
T10:1:1:1 = T10:1:1 − T9:1:1 = 0
The only immediate successor of T9:1:1:1 is 0. All immediate successors of T9:1:1:2
are of value greater than 9. The immediate successors of T9:2:1:1 and T9:3:1:1 are
T9:2:1:1:1 = T9:2:1:1 − 3x
6P1 = x
−3(3P2T6 − P2Q3 + 3x
4P3 +Q
3
2 − 3Q2Q3), γ9:2:1:1:1 = 7
9
16
T9:3:1:1:1 = T9:3:1:1 − x
7P1 = x
−2(P2T6 − P2Q3 + x
4P3 + 2x
2P1Q3 − 2Q2Q3), γ9:3:1:1:1 = 8
9
16
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The only immediate successors of T9:2:1:1:1 of value less than 9 has initial term
xT9:2:1:1:1, while T9:3:1:1:1 has only one immediate successor.
T9:2:1:1:1:1 = xT9:2:1:1:1 −
3
2
T9:4 = x
−2(−P2Q3 −
1
2
Q32 −
3
2
Q2Q3), γ9:2:1:1:1:1 = 8
7
12
T9:3:1:1:1:1 = T9:3:1:1:1 −
1
2
T9:4 = x
−2(−P2Q3 + 2x
2P1Q3 −
1
2
Q32 −
3
2
Q2Q3), γ9:3:1:1:1:1 = 8
7
12
Finally, the immediate successors of T9:2:1:1:1:1 and T9:3:1:1:1:1 are both redundant
polynomials:
T9:2:1:1:1:1:1 = T9:2:1:1:1:1 − T9:1:1:2 = −x
2P3 − x
2P2Q2
= −x2P3 − P3T1 + x
6P2 + x
2T6 − T1T5;
T9:3:1:1:1:1:1 = T9:3:1:1:1:1 − T9:1:1:2 = −x
2P3 + 2P1Q3 − x
2P2Q2
= −x2P3 + 2P1T5 − P3T1 + x
6P2 + x
2T6 − T1T5.
Thus the value semigroup generators of value less than 9 are 1, 11
2
, 21
4
, 35
8
, 47
8
, 6 5
16
, 71
3
, 7 9
16
, 8 7
12
.
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